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Abstract 

Genes found in the F element of Drosophila are transcriptionally active despite their 

presence in a heterochromatic environment. A comparative genomics approach may be used to 

identify features of the transcription start sites and associated regulatory regions of these genes 

that allow for expression in heterochromatin. In order to perform these comparative analyses, 

careful manual annotations of coding spans and transcription start sites of F element genes and 

genes found in euchromatic reference regions in the D element are required. To scale up the 

annotation process, these genomic regions are broken into projects, or contigs, and assigned to 

students for annotation of genes. This report consists of the annotation of the coding spans 

(CDSs) of all the genes found in contig12 of Drosophila eugracilis, and the annotation of the 

TSSs of CG33521, PIP4K, and Mitf. Annotation of the CDSs of contig12 genes involved the 

consolidation of several lines of evidence, including conservation of amino acid sequences to D. 

melanogaster, RNA-Seq data, and computer-based gene predictors. This data was used to 

produce the most parsimonious annotation of the CDSs of these genes. Likewise, annotation of 

the genes’ TSSs also involved the consolidation of multiple lines of evidence, including 

comparison of nucleotide sequences with the initial transcribed exon of D. melanogaster, RNA-

Seq data, TopHat splice junction predictions, and potential core promoter motifs. Using this 

evidence, putative TSSs were identified, and search regions were defined where evidence was 
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ambiguous. Annotations of the F and D elements will be used in a search for regulatory motifs 

by phylogenetic footprinting. 

Introduction 

  In eukaryotes, DNA is packaged in two distinct forms: euchromatin and 

heterochromatin. The former is loosely packaged in nucleosome arrays and rich in expressed 

genes. The latter uses a relatively condensed nucleosome array and tends to be gene poor. This 

model of chromosome organization appears to be used to silence unwanted parts of the genome 

(e.g. repetitious elements) while ensuring that important genes are available to the transcriptional 

machinery. Like other eukaryotic organisms, Drosophila use this system of euchromatin and 

heterochromatin to organize their genomes. However, the dot chromosome (Muller F element) of 

Drosophila appears to violate previous assumptions about the purpose of heterochromatin. This 

small chromosome appears to be almost entirely heterochromatic, yet it contains approximately 

80 genes that are expressed at levels comparable to those of euchromatic genes. Furthermore, 

heterochromatic genes appear to be specifically adapted to operate in a heterochromatic 

environment, as they are often poorly expressed when moved into euchromatic regions (Elgin 

and Reuter 2013). 

 To understand this phenomenon in the Drosophila F element, the Genomics Education 

Partnership (GEP) is improving selected genomic regions of several Drosophila species and 

manually annotating the genes therein to perform comparative genomic analyses. This 

comparative genomic analysis (phylogenetic footprinting) will be used to reveal more 

information about the evolutionary history of these F element genes as well as to search for 

conserved motifs that may contribute to their ability to remain expressed in a heterochromatic 

environment. To obtain annotations of F element and euchromatic reference D element genes, a 
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two-step protocol is followed. First, the chromosomal regions to be annotated must be 

“finished.” That is, the consensus assembled genomic sequence of the region must be manually 

checked for inconsistencies such as misassembiles or gaps, and improved where possible. 

Second, the coding spans and TSSs in these “finished” sequences must be carefully annotated. 

More information on this project can be found at www.gep.wustl.edu. Most of the evidence used 

for gene annotation is found in the GEP mirror of the UCSC (University of California, Santa 

Cruz) Genome Browser. This report covers the annotation of the CDSs of all five genes found in 

contig12 of the D. eugracilis F element: CG33521, PIP4K, Mitf, Arf102F, and Dyrk3 and the 

annotation of the TSSs of CG33521, PIP4K, and Mitf. 

 CDS annotation is a multi-step process that involves the identification of the ortholog in 

Drosophila melanogaster, the reference species; an exon-by-exon annotation of the coding 

exons; determination of splice sites; and a confirmation of the proposed gene model using the 

GEP Gene Model Checker, which includes a comparison to the D. melanogaster ortholog. 

Similarly, TSS annotation is a multi-step process that requires annotators to perform several 

different searches for evidence, including sequence similarity between the untranslated exons of 

Drosophila melanogaster and the D. eugracilis contig, placement of untranslated exons using 

RNA-Seq data, and searching for core promoter motifs. This CDS and TSS annotation workflow 

uses parsimony to genes in D. melanogaster and expression data (in the form of RNA-Seq data 

from D. eugracilis) as evidence to create specific models of D. eugracilis coding exons and 

TSSs. 
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CG33521 

Identification of the Ortholog 

 The project (contig12) is shown in Fig. 1. BLASTx (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) 

alignments suggest that there are five genes in this project (designated as Features 1-5). The 

feature in question appears to correspond to CG33521. 

Figure 1: The project region and selected feature. This 38,500 base pair (bp) region is contig12. 
Shown in the red circle is Feature 1, which was selected for annotation as displayed in the Genome 
Browser. 

 

 Examination of the computer-based ab initio gene predictions corresponding to Feature 1 

reveals several predictions that correlate reasonably well with this feature. The Genscan 

prediction, contig12.1, was selected for BLASTp analysis (Fig. 2). 

 

	 															1	 						2	 	 					3	 	 													4	 	 	 								5	
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Figure 2: Gene prediction used to obtain predicted protein sequence. The Genscan gene prediction, 
contig12.1, corresponds reasonably well with the BLASTx alignment. 

 

 The predicted protein sequence was obtained from the Genscan gene prediction. This 

sequence was used in a BLASTp analysis through FlyBase to search for similarities to D. 

melanogaster proteins. The results obtained provide very strong evidence that CG33521 is the D. 

melanogaster ortholog of this feature, as the only matches obtained were to the protein products 

of CG33521. The e-scores of the matches did not exceed 1e-100 (Fig.3), which is not an 

unexpected result, given that the Genscan model may have missed two exons. 

 

 

Figure 3: Summary of BLASTp search. The FlyBase BLASTp program provided this summary of the 
BLASTp alignments obtained when searching with the Genscan predicted protein (query) against the 
Drosophila Annotated Proteins Database (subject). The alignment to the isoforms of CG33521 was the 
only alignment produced. 

 

 

 Along with the summary shown in Figure 3, the BLASTp search provided the following 

alignment of PD (Fig.4); similar alignments are available for the other three isoforms of 

CG33521. Note that CG33521 is found on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster, providing 

further evidence that it is indeed the orthologous gene. 
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Figure 4: BLASTp alignment of the predicted protein from Genscan against D. melanogaster 
CG33521-PD. Because CG33521-PD and CG33521-PC contain the same CDS, an identical alignment 
was produced by matching this query to the CG33521-PC amino acid sequence; appropriate similar 
results were obtained for the other isoforms. Note that CG33521 is located on the 4th chromosome of D. 
melanogaster (red box). The start of this feature aligns exactly to the start of CG33521-PD in D. 
melanogaster (yellow box), however, there are a few amino acids from the end of CG33521-PD in D. 
melanogaster that were not included in this alignment (shown in the blue boxes). 
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 From the BLASTp evidence, CG33521 was determined to be the D. melanogaster 

ortholog of this feature. FlyBase reports that this gene has three isoforms with unique CDS’s in 

D. melanogaster and is predicted to have a function related to zinc ion binding. Figure 5 shows 

all four isoforms of CG33521 as they occur in D. melanogaster. 

 

Figure 5: GBrowse view of CG33521. In D. melanogaster, CG33521-PC and CG33521-PD only differ 
in their 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs). CG33521-PA and CG33521-PG differ from PC and PD in 
that they have a shorter second exon (red circle). CG33521-PG differs even further in that its 7th exon is 
shorter (blue circle). 

 

Exon-by-Exon Annotation of CG33521-PC 

 Because CG33521-PC and CG33521-PD aligned best to the predicted protein in the 

BLASTp search, these isoforms were annotated first. More specifically, CG33521-PC was 

annotated, as all of the annotated coding exons can be attributed to CG33521-PD as well. As 

seen on Figure 7, the 5th exon of CG33521-PC is the largest, and would therefore be expected to 

produce the strongest BLASTx alignment. Using the amino acid sequence of the 5th exon of 

CG33521-PC from the D. melanogaster Gene Record Finder model as the subject and the DNA 

sequence of contig12 as the query produced the BLASTx output shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: BLASTx search of contig12 against the 5th exon of CG33521-PC. The D. melanogaster exon 
amino acid sequence (subject) was searched against contig12 (query) This search produced a very strong 
match (e-score = 3e-84). The aligned sequence is in frame +2. 

 

 After a BLASTx placement of this exon was obtained, the region of the contig where the 

alignment began was investigated. Because BLASTx only reports similarity to the subject amino 

acid sequence, it is useful in identifying the region where splicing of the exon occurs, but 

similarity is not the most accurate evidence available to annotate the splice sites of exons. 

Available evidence tracks in the Genome Browser used to determine the precise location of the 

splice donor and acceptor sites included RNA-Seq, TopHat junctions, and ab initio gene 

predictors. The splice acceptor site of exon 5 was annotated (Fig.7) by using the NCBI BLASTx 

alignment to target the region at the start of this exon where RNA-Seq data, TopHat junctions, 

conservation, and computer-based gene predictions were used to determine the most well-

supported splice acceptor site. The region of contig12 which aligned to the end of the exon in the 

BLASTx results was used to locate the region where the splice donor site was expected to occur. 

By viewing this region in the Genome Browser, RNA-Seq data tracks, TopHat junctions, and 
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computer-based gene prediction tracks could be shown to support a single putative GT splice 

donor site. (Fig.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Exon five splice acceptor site. This proposed splice acceptor site (red box) is supported by the 
computer-based gene predictions, RNA-Seq data, the conservation track, and all but one TopHat junction. 
The AG sequence that corresponds with this site is in phase two, given that the exon is in reading frame 2 
(green arrow). This was made note of, along with the position of the splice site. Note that this splice 
acceptor site (3,168 bp) is nearby, but not exactly the position of the start of the NCBI BLASTx 
alignment (3,170 bp). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Exon five splice donor site. This proposed splice donor site (red box) is supported by RNA-
Seq data, TopHat junctions, and all but one computer-based gene prediction. The GT sequence that 
corresponds with this splice site is the only available GT in the immediate area. Because this exon is in 
frame +2 (indicated by the green arrow), this donor splice site is in phase one. Note that, once again, this 
splice donor site (3,824 bp) is nearby, but not exactly the position of the end of the NCBI BLASTx 
alignment (3,823 bp). 
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 Looking at the GBrowse view of this CG33521-PC in D. melanogaster shows that the 

other large exon in this isoform (exon seven) is only separated from the now annotated exon 5 by 

a single exon. Since exon five and exon seven can serve as anchors for the annotation of smaller 

exons, the next exons annotated were those flanking these two large exons. Thus, the next exon 

annotated was exon six. Because it is not as large as exon five, its NCBI BLASTx alignment did 

not produce as low an e-score (Fig.9); however, taking the size of the exon into consideration, 

the e-score of 1e-08 was sufficiently low to use the alignment as a tool to locate the approximate 

position of the splice acceptor and splice donor sites (Figs. 10 and 11). 

Figure 9: BLASTx alignment of the amino acid subject sequence of CG33521-PC exon six from D. 
melanogaster (subject) against contig12 (query). The e-score of this alignment is 1e-08 and the aligned 
sequence in contig12 is in frame +2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Exon six splice acceptor site. Given that the BLASTx alignment is in reading frame +2 
(green arrow), the only AG splice site in the immediate region in the correct phase (phase two) is shown 
in the red box. This proposed splice acceptor site is supported by RNA-Seq data, TopHat junctions, and 
computer-based gene predictions. 
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Figure 11: Exon six splice donor site. This proposed GT splice donor site of this exon is identified with 
the red box. This annotation is supported the BLASTx alignment track, RNA-Seq data, TopHat junctions, 
and computer-based gene predictions. Because this exon is in frame +2 (green arrow), this splice site is in 
phase zero. 

 

 As shown by the convergence of many different evidence tracks supporting both putative 

splice sites of exon six, its shorter length was not an issue in annotation. After the annotation of 

exon six, exon seven was used in an NCBI BLASTx search (Fig.12) and its splice sites were 

subsequently annotated (Fig.13 and 14). Exon seven in CG33521-PC is large and therefore 

expected to provide a low e-score. This is confirmed in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 7th exon of CG33521-PC (subject). This 
BLASTx alignment has a strong e-score of 1e-59. The aligned sequence in contig12 is in frame +1. 

 

Figure 13: Exon seven splice acceptor site. This AG acceptor splice site (red box) is supported by the 
NCBI BLASTx alignment as well as the BLASTx alignment track, RNA-Seq data, TopHat junctions, and 
computer-based gene predictions. This exon is in frame +1 (green arrow), which means that this acceptor 
splice site is in phase zero. This corresponds to the phase zero splice donor site of exon six. 
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Figure 14: Exon seven splice donor site. There is a single GT splice donor motif in the region. This GT 
proposes a splice donor site at position 4,551. This position is supported by the NCBI BLASTx 
alignment, RNA-Seq data, TopHat predictions, and most computer-based gene predictions. Thus, this GT 
corresponds to the splice donor site of exon seven (identified with the red box). Because this exon is in 
frame +1 (green arrow), this splice donor site is in phase zero.  

 The next exon annotated was exon eight of CG33521-PC. A BLASTx search was 

performed using the amino acid sequence of this exon from D. melanogaster as the subject and 

contig12 as the query (Fig.15). This alignment was used to confirm the presence of this exon and 

help determine its position. The splice sites were then analyzed and annotated using evidence in 

the GEP Genome Browser (Figs. 16 and 17). 

Figure 15: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 8th exon of CG33521-PC in D. 
melanogaster (subject). This exon was well-conserved and had an e-score of 7e-19, which is a strong 
score considering the size of this exon. The aligned sequence in contig12 is in frame +1. 
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Figure 16: Exon eight splice acceptor site. There are two AG splice acceptor motifs highlighted in black 
that indicate possible splice sites in the correct phase (phase zero) in frame +1 (green arrow). Looking at 
RNA-Seq data, TopHat junctions, and computer-based gene predictions confirms that the downstream 
AG corresponds to the correct splice acceptor site at position 5,629. This AG splice acceptor site is 
indicated by the red box. 

 

Figure 17: Exon eight splice donor site. The downstream GT is supported by RNA-Seq data, TopHat 
junctions, and most computer-based gene predictions. Given that this exon is in reading frame +1 (green 
arrow), this GT splice donor site is identified by the red box and is in phase two. 

 

 All the subsequent splice sites were annotated following this workflow. There were no 

abnormalities of note, except for the splice acceptor site of the last exon, which will be addressed 
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with the discussion of the annotation of the stop codon. Every interior exon of CG33521-PC in 

D. melanogaster produced a BLASTx alignment with an e-score of 1e-08 or lower.  

Annotation of the Start Codon 

 The start codon of this isoform was confirmed by several lines of evidence. The first 

coding exon produced a BLASTx alignment with an e-score of 4e-11 (Fig.18), which is a 

reasonable value given the shorter length of the exon. After obtaining the BLASTx alignment of 

this exon, it was not difficult to obtain the start codon, as the BLASTx match aligned to a 

methionine that was supported by the Genome Browser’s computer-based gene prediction tracks 

and the starting amino acid sequence (Figs. 18 and 19). 

 

Figure 18: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 1st exon of CG33521-PC in D. 
melanogaster (subject). The methionine predicted to serve as the start codon of this isoform can be seen 
at the start of this alignment. This alignment has an e-score of 4e-11 (red box) and the aligned sequence 
from contig12 is in frame +2 (blue box). 
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Figure 19: Annotation of the start codon of CG33521-PC. The only nearby methionine is in frame +2, 
which can be confirmed as the reading frame by the stop codons in frame +1 and +3. The RNA-Seq reads 
all begin upstream of the start codon, corresponding to the 5” UTR. This annotation (shown in the red 
box) is supported by the NCBI BLASTx alignment, the BLASTx alignment track and the computer-based 
gene predictions. 

 

Annotation of the Stop Codon and Final Exon 

 

 Annotation of the stop codon as well as the final exon of this isoform provided a 

challenge, as the final exon of this isoform in D. melanogaster contains only the stop codon 

(Fig.20). As it is impossible to locate a unique 3 bp sequence with a BLASTx search, a different 

approach was required to locate this exon. 
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Figure 20: The final exon of CG33521-PC is a three bp stop codon. This exon will require a different 
annotation strategy, as it cannot be located with a BLASTx alignment. 

 

 The first step taken was to examine the region in contig12 where the exon could occur, 

looking for TopHat junctions, which could predict a possible exon (Fig.21). The analysis of 

TopHat junctions did not provide any evidence of a final intron. The next step taken was to use 

the 3’ UTR of CG33521-PC to perform a BLASTn search against contig12 (Fig.22). Generally, 

untranslated exons are not as well conserved as coding exons, but in the absence of a coding 

exon, the 3’ UTR could serve as an anchor to help locate the final exon. 

Figure 21: TopHat junctions do not identify a possible final exon. The search region for the final exon 
(identified by the red circle) extends from the end of the penultimate coding exon to the start of the next 
predicted gene. 
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Figure 22: BLASTn alignment of the 3’ UTR of CG33521-PC from D. melanogaster (subject) to 
contig12 (query). This search provided an alignment with a strong e-score of 3e-85 (red box); however, 
the first 88 bases of the query remained unaligned (blue box). 

 

 The BLASTn alignment did not precisely place the final coding exon of this isoform. The 

position of the exon was extrapolated by subtracting 88 bases from the start of the subject 

alignment, but a putative stop codon with canonical splice sites could not be found in the region. 

The next step was to use the Small Exons Finder (Fig.23) to search for possible stop codons. In 

order to create a broad search region with well-define boundaries, the search region between the 

9th exon and the start of the next putative gene were set as the upstream and downstream 

boundaries in the Small Exons Finder. 
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Figure 23: Small Exons Finder search results. The Small Exons Finder found one possible candidate 
for the final exon CG33521-PC at position 5911.  

 

 Looking at the position of the candidate exon identified by the Small Exons Finder 

reveals that it is located 6 bp downstream of the end of the 9th, penultimate exon. This violated 

the minimum 40 bp intron rule. 

 These lines of evidence suggest that this small, 10th exon does not exist in D. eugracilis. 

This hypothesis was supported by looking at the D. eugracilis RNA-Seq reads track, which are 

continuous and show no evidence of the existence of an intron (Fig.24). After discarding the 

small 10th exon hypothesis, the next most parsimonious hypothesis is that the 9th exon is the final 

exon. Incorporating this hypothesis into the annotated gene model would require extending the 

end of the exon until a reasonable stop codon is found. After adopting this hypothesis, it becomes 
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important to examine the low-quality RNA-Seq data that occurs immediately downstream of the 

end of the BLASTx alignment to the 9th exon (Fig.25).  

Figure 24: Analysis of D. eugracilis RNA-Seq reads. The D. eugracilis RNA-Seq reads occurring after 
the penultimate exon are continuous, without evidence of an intron. This supports the theory that there is 
no 10th exon of this isoform. 

Figure 25: Low-quality RNA-Seq data. The light green bases indicate low-quality RNA-Seq data. This 
region contains a mono-A run. 
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 There is a mononucleotide A run in this region. It is important to confirm that the correct 

number of As are in the consensus sequence. Mononucleotide runs are particularly deserving of 

close examination because the D. eugracilis genome assembly was generated using 454 

sequencing, a technology prone to errors at mononucleotide runs larger than six bp With the 

previous hypothesis, this mono-A run would have been in an intron and the accuracy of the 

consensus sequence here would have been irrelevant to the final CDS annotation. However, 

given that the coding span of the 9th exon may include this mono-A run, an incorrect number of 

As in the consensus sequence would cause a frameshift, which would significantly affect the 

final gene model. The reads were analyzed and it was determined that an A was missing from the 

consensus sequence (Fig.26). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26:  Analysis of D. eugracilis RNA-Seq reads in the mono-A run. Examination of this RNA-
Seq data shows that there are nine high-quality A’s in this read and confirms that there is an A missing 
from the consensus sequence (A). Each A has a quality score of at least 35 (B). 

A	

B	
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 The missing A was added to the consensus sequence with the GEP Sequence Updater. 

The Genome Browser was updated with this corrected sequence using the Annotation Files 

Merger. This allowed for the visualization of the improved sequence. Using ExtractSeq, the end 

of the 9th exon and 200 bp of downstream sequence was extracted from the corrected sequence. 

This extracted sequence was translated using TranSeq. Because the reading frame of the amino 

acid sequence is now in frame +1, the first stop codon in the frame +1 translation of the corrected 

sequence becomes the stop codon of the 9th exon of CG33521-PC. The new amino acid sequence 

is visualized in Figure 27. 

Figure 27: Amino acid sequence of the elongated 9th exon. The blue box indicates the sequence of 
amino acids of the 9th exon. The reading frame shifts from frame +2 to +1 at the end of the corrected 
mono-A run. 

 

 In this corrected sequence, the first stop codon that occurs in the correct frame is found at 

position 5935. Extending the 9th exon of CG33521-PC to this codon is the most parsimonious 

annotation of this gene. After finishing the annotation of this isoform, other species found near 

D. eugracilis on the Drosophila phylogenetic tree were examined to determine if they possess 

this annotation or if they had a small 10th exon, as D. melanogaster does (Fig.28 and 29). 
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Figure 28: View of the stop codon exon of CG33521 in D. biarmipes. This species is similar to D. 
melanogaster as it contains a three-bp-long final coding exon, as predicted by Augustus and RNA-Seq 
data and confirmed by GEP annotation. 

 

Figure 29: View of the stop codon exon of CG33521 in D. takahashii. This species is similar to D. 
melanogaster as it appears to contain a three-bp-long final coding exon, and predicted by Augustus, N-
Scan, and the RNA-Seq data. 

 

 Looking at the evidence tracks in the BCM-HGSC (Baylor College of Medicine Human 

Genome Sequencing Center) assemblies of D. biarmipes and D. takahashii reveals that neither of 

these species appear to contain the extended 9th exon that was annotated in D. eugracilis. 

Looking at the Drosophila conservation track in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser reveals 
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that the mutation of the AG splice acceptor site of the stop codon exon is unique to D. eugracilis 

(Fig. 30). 

Figure 30: The AG splice acceptor site of the 10th exon is not conserved in D. eugracilis. The AG 
motif has mutated to a GG. This confirms the observation that this small exon is not found in D. 
eugracilis but is found in nearby species. 

 After examining the aforementioned data, the nine-exon model of CG33521-PC was 

confirmed as the best-supported hypothesis. The ninth exon’s coordinates, as well as the 

coordinates of the first eight exons of CG33521-PC were organized into Table 1. 

Name	of	exon	
in	D.	
melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	e-
score	

1_12124_0	 1688	 1804	 +2	 NA	 0	 4e-11	
3_12124_0	 2006	 2056	 +2	 0	 0	 4e-08	
4_12124_0	 2210	 2355	 +2	 0	 2	 6e-22	
5_12124_1	 2682	 2842	 +1	 1	 1	 3e-27	
6_12124_2	 3168	 3824	 +2	 2	 1	 3e-84	
7_12124_2	 3885	 4015	 +2	 2	 0	 1e-08	
8_12124_0	 4075	 4551	 +1	 0	 0	 1e-59	
10_12124_0	 5629	 5768	 +1	 0	 2	 7e-19	
11_12124_1	 5824	 5937	 +2	->	+1	 1	 NA	 4e-08	

Table 1: Final coding exon annotations of CG33521-PC. Using the previously described strategies, the 
positions of the coding exons of CG33521-PC were annotated. The 9th exon’s frameshift from +2 to +1 is 
depicted in the corresponding box in the “Frame” column. 
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Checking the CG33521-PC Gene Model 

 After gathering the CDS annotations of CG33521-PC, the model was tested using the 

GEP Gene Model Checker (GMC) to confirm that this annotation follows the basic biological 

rules of CDS annotation. The exons all passed the GMC, and the resulting dot plot and amino 

acid alignment are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Dot Plot of the CDS annotation of CG33521-PC from D. melanogaster against the gene model for 
Feature 1 of D. eugracilis contig12. This gene is relatively well conserved. At the top right of the plot, the line does 
not reach exactly the top right corner of the plot (blue arrow). This is to be expected due to the addition of several 
amino acids to the end of the 9th exon of the D. eugracilis gene. 
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Figure 32: Protein Alignment of CG33521-PC annotation. The additional amino acids added to the 9th exon can 
be seen at the end of this alignment. 
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Annotation of CG33521-PA 

 After confirming the annotation of CG33521-PC (and CG33521-PD, having an identical 

CDS), CG33521-PA was examined for annotation (Fig.33). The splice sites of the 2nd exon were 

determined with the standard annotation strategy used to annotate the coding exons of CG33521-

PC (Figs. 34 and 35). The exon table was then updated with the annotation of this longer second 

exon (Table 2). 

Figure 33: Comparison of CG33521-PC/CG33521-PD to CG33521-PA. The CDS of  CG33521-PA 
only differs from the CDS of CG33521-PC/CG33521-PD at the second exon (shown in the red circle). 

 

 
Figure 34: BLASTx search of the second exon of CG33521-PA (subject) against contig12 (query). 
This exon is well-conserved, with an e-score of 9e-16. This is an acceptably low score considering the 
short size of this exon. The aligned sequence in contig12 is in frame +2. 
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Figure 35: CG33521-PA second exon splice donor site. This exon is in frame +2 (indicated by the green 
arrow). There are three GT’s that predict splice sites in the correct phase (phase zero). The most upstream 
of these is not supported by any of the evidence tracks. The most downstream of these predicts an in 
frame stop codon. Thus, the middle GT is most likely corresponds to the putative splice donor site. It is 
supported by the BLASTx alignment track, computer-based gene predictions, RNA-Seq data, and Tophat 
junctions. 

 

Name	of	exon	
in	D.	
melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	e-
score	

1_12124_0	 1688	 1804	 +2	 NA	 0	 4e-11	
2_12124_0	 2006	 2098	 +2	 0	 0	 9e-16	
4_12124_0	 2210	 2355	 +2	 0	 2	 6e-22	
5_12124_1	 2682	 2842	 +1	 1	 1	 3e-27	
6_12124_2	 3168	 3824	 +2	 2	 1	 3e-84	
7_12124_2	 3885	 4015	 +2	 2	 0	 1e-08	
8_12124_0	 4075	 4551	 +1	 0	 0	 1e-59	
10_12124_0	 5629	 5768	 +1	 0	 2	 7e-19	
11_12124_1	 5824	 5937	 +2	->	+1	 1	 NA	 4e-08	

Table 2: Final coding exon annotations of CG33521-PA. This table is identical to the table of coding 
exons of CG33521-PC except for the longer second exon in CG33521-PA. 
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 The coding exons of CG33521-PA were tested using the GMC where they passed the 

provided checks of the basic biological rules of annotation. The GMC produced the Dot Plot 

shown in Figure 36 and the Protein Alignment shown in Figure 37. 

Figure 36: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster CG33521-PA vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis 
CG33521-PA. 
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Figure 37: Protein Alignment of CG33521-PA annotation. 
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Annotation of CG33521-PG 

 After confirming the annotation of the CG33521-PA ortholog, the last remaining isoform, 

CG33521-PG, was examined for annotation. The only coding exon in this isoform that differs 

from CG33521-PA is exon seven. This can be seen in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38: Comparison of CG33521-PA to CG33521-PG in D. melanogaster. CG33521-PG only 
differs from CG33521-PA in that its 7th exon is shorter (shown in red circle). 

 

 

Figure 39: BLASTx alignment of D. melanogaster CG33521-PG exon seven (subject) against 
contig12 (query). This alignment has an e-score of 2e-33 and the aligned sequence is in frame +1. 
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  The BLASTx search performed to annotate this isoform produced a relatively 

strong alignment with an e-score of 2e-33 (Fig.39). Viewing the start of the BLASTx alignment 

in the Genome Browser shows a region with two possible AG splice acceptor sites in the correct 

phase (Fig.40). Because the putative splice site occurs in a region belonging to another coding 

exon, RNA-Seq data cannot be used to confirm the position of the splice acceptor site. 

Furthermore, there are no TopHat junctions predicting a splice site in this region. With no other 

evidence available, the preferred annotation strategy is to avoid truncation of conserved 

sequences. Therefore, the upstream AG splice site was selected as the splice site for this exon to 

avoid losing the conserved amino acids that occur starting at 4,282, before the next AG splice 

site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40: There are two AG splice sites on either side of the BLASTx alignment that are in the 
correct phase (phase zero). These AG splice sites are indicated by the red circles. 

 

This annotation was confirmed to follow basic biological rules in the GEP Gene Model 

Checker. It is also possible that this isoform is not expressed in D. eugracilis. Examination of the 

annotation of this gene in the D. biarmipes BCM-HGSC Genome Browser showed that this 

isoform exists in D. biarmipes, a nearby species. Furthermore, the preservation of the current 
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number of isoforms is a more parsimonious hypothesis than the removal of CG33521-PG. As 

there is no positive evidence that the isoform does not exist in D. eugracilis, this isoform was 

retained in the final gene model of CG33521 in D. eugracilis,. This annotation of CG33521-PG 

produced the set of coding exons found in Table 3. The Dot Plot and Protein Alignment 

generated by this annotation are shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42. 

 

 

Name	of	
exon	in	D.	
melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	e-
score	

1_12124_0	 1688	 1804	 +2	 NA	 0	 4e-11	
2_12124_0	 2006	 2098	 +2	 0	 0	 9e-16	
4_12124_0	 2210	 2355	 +2	 0	 2	 6e-22	
5_12124_1	 2682	 2842	 +1	 1	 1	 3e-27	
6_12124_2	 3168	 3824	 +2	 2	 1	 3e-84	
7_12124_2	 3885	 4015	 +2	 2	 0	 1e-08	
9_12124_0	 4234	 4551	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-33	
10_12124_0	 5629	 5768	 +1	 0	 2	 7e-19	
11_12124_1	 5824	 5937	 +2	->	+1	 1	 NA	 4e-08	

Table 3: Final coding exon annotations of CG33521-PG. This table is identical to the table of coding 
exons of CG33521-PA except for the variation in the splice acceptor site of the seventh exon. 
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Figure 41: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster CG33521-PG amino acids vs. the proposed gene model of D. 
eugracilis CG33521-PG . The 7th exon of this amino acid alignment can be seen to be shifted slightly out 
of position (off diagonal, see blue box). This is expected, due to the additional bases incorporated into the 
start of the 7th exon in the D. eugracilis model. 
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Figure 42: Protein Alignment of CG33521-PG annotation. The gap resulting from the addition of 
amino acids in the annotation can be seen in the alignment of the 7th exon (black circle). 
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 After confirming the annotations of all four isoforms, work was begun to annotate the 

TSSs of CG33521. 

Identification of D. melanogaster Transcription Start Sites 

 The first step in the TSS annotation workflow is to survey the TSSs of the orthologous 

gene in D. melanogaster. Previous work done in contig12 of D. eugracilis has confirmed that the 

furthest upstream gene in this project is CG33521 and has produced annotations of the coding 

DNA sequences for all four isoforms of this gene. In D. melanogaster, the untranslated exons of 

this gene have been annotated as well. Examination of the D. melanogaster records at FlyBase 

GBrowse and the Gene Record Finder show that the CG33521 gene has two unique TSSs (Figs. 

43 and 44). 

 

Figure 43: The annotation of CG33521 in D. melanogaster indicates two unique TSSs. The CG33521 gene in D. 
melanogaster generates four isoforms. Visual inspection of the 5’ untranslated exons in FlyBase GBrowse suggests 
that the first three isoforms share a TSS and that CG33521-RD has a unique TSS.  
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A 

 
B 

 
Figure 44: CG33521-RC, CG33521-RA (A), and CG33521-RG (B) all share the same TSS at 1,185,768. 
Examination of the initial 5’ transcribed exons of these isoforms confirms that they possess an identical TSS in D. 
melanogaster (red circles). 
 

Classification of the TSS of CG33521-RC in D. melanogaster  

 CG33521-RC and CG33521-RA have a longer initial untranslated exon than CG33521-

RG, making those exons better candidates for use in a BLASTn search. For this reason, 

CG33521-RC was selected from among these three as the isoform to be used to find the TSS 

shared by all three isoforms. The initial untranslated exon of CG33521-RC is also longer (and 

thus more likely to produce a useful BLASTn alignment) than CG3352-RD. Therefore, this TSS 

was selected for annotation first. 
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Examination of CG33521-RC and the corresponding evidence tracks (annotated TSSs 

and DHS positions) in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser identified the promoter of this TSS 

as intermediate (Fig. 45). There are no DHS positions in the available cell types and two 

Celniker TSSs identified that correspond to the start of this exon. 

 
Figure 45: Identification of the CG33521-RC promoter as intermediate. There are no DHS positions that 
correspond to this TSS in D. melanogaster (green arrow), however there are two annotated TSSs that appear to 
correspond to the 5’ end of the first exon of CG33521-RC (red arrow). Having multiple annotated TSSs with no 
DHS positions meets the criteria for an intermediate promoter. Interestingly, the two 9-state chromatin models 
suggest continuous heterochromatin instead of the expected TSS region (blue arrow). This heterochromatic region in 
the 9-state model suggests that this gene may be inactive in these cell types and is consistent with the lack of a DHS 
positions in the three displayed cell lines. 
 
 While enough evidence is available on the Genome Browser to classify the promoter of 

this TSS, the evidence tracks show two unexpected results. The first is the increase in DHS read 

density downstream of the TSS; however, this is associated with the repetitious element 

identified by RepeatMasker and is most likely to be spurious. This element was classified as a 

DNA Helitron by performing a search of the sequence in RepBase, a database of repeats found in 

eukaryotic DNA. The other unexpected result shown on the Genome Browser is the lack of a red 

region on 9-state models for BG3 cells and S2 cells. One would expect to find a red region 
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indicating an active promoter if this gene is active; yet, the entire region around the TSS of this 

gene is blue, indicating that the region is in a heterochromatic state in the cell types used, BG3 

and S2. Due to the abundance of data gathered on the D. melanogaster genome, there are other 

tracks that were consulted to provide evidence that CG33521-RC is active in D. melanogaster in 

other cell types (Figs. 46 and 47). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 46: CG33521 appears to be selectively expressed. Analysis of the DHS read density of D. melanogaster at 
different stages of development reveals a DHS peak in stage 14 that appears to correspond to the annotated TSS of 
CG33521-RC (blue box). This suggest that the promoter of this TSS is most highly accessible in developmental 
stage 14 (A). Examination of CG33521 expression data from the FlyBase record shows that this gene is highly 
expressed in the carcasses of young adults and is not highly expressed elsewhere (B). If the selected cell types do not 
correspond to these tissues and developmental stages, their chromatin structures corresponding to CG33521 would 
not be expected to indicate an actively transcribed gene. 
 

A	

B	
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Figure 47: CAGE and RAMPAGE data support the annotated TSS. The annotated plus-strand CAGE and 
RAMPAGE peaks both suggest a TSS at the start of the annotated initial 5’ exon. 
 

 CAGE (Cap Analysis Gene Expression) and RAMPAGE (RNA Annotation and Mapping 

of Promoters for Analysis of Gene Expression) are two methods used to identify transcription 

start sites. The annotated CAGE and RAMPAGE peaks that align with the annotated TSS of 

CG33521-RC as well as the DHS peak found in stage 14 of development provide evidence that 

this truly is an active promoter in D. melanogaster. Furthermore, there is a single dominant peak 

in the CAGE sample and two dominant peaks in the RAMPAGE sample, which is consistent 

with the intermediate classification. 
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Definition of a Search Region and Putative TSS for CG33521-RC in D. eugracilis 

 After obtaining classifying the promoter of CG33521-RC as intermediate, a BLASTn 

search was performed using the initial untranslated exon of CG33521-RC as the query and the 

sequence of contig12 as the subject. Recall that CG33521-RC was selected because it contains 

the longest initial untranslated exon, and thus is the candidate most likely to produce a significant 

BLASTn alignment; however, no BLASTn alignments were produced from this search when 

using a threshold e-value of 10. Even without a BLASTn alignment, it is possible to locate the 

general position of the putative first untranslated exon using RNA-Seq data and TopHat 

junctions in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser (Figs. 48 and 49). RNA polymerase II data has 

been collected in D. biarmipes, a neighboring species of D. eugracilis; however, there were no 

RNA polII peaks found that correspond to the TSS of this gene. In addition, the Drosophila 

multiple sequence alignment of the Drosophila conservation track was examined. The sequence 

of D. eugracilis DNA that corresponds to the TSS of CG33521-RC in D. melanogaster was 

identified in contig12 with the Short Match function at position 781 (Fig. 50). 
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Figure 48: D. eugracilis RNA-Seq reads map for initial untranslated exon of CG33521-RC. Examination of the 
D. eugracilis RNA-Seq reads track shows a transcribed region that suggests the presence of an untranslated exon 
(red box). 

 

 

 

Figure 49: D. eugracilis RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions (score > 9). These evidence tracks show that there 
is a feature being transcribed in the region where the initial untranslated exon is expected to occur. However, there is 
not a consensus among these junctions as to where the exon splice occurs (blue box). Furthermore, drop-offs in 
RNA-Seq data suggest multiple splice sites in this exon (red box). 
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Figure 50: Identification of a putative TSS of CG33521-RC with Short Match. With no BLASTn alignment 
available, the short sequence, AAAGACTT, which is the D. eugracilis sequence that corresponds to the start of the 
initial untranslated exon of CG33521-RC in D. melanogaster, was mapped back onto contig12 using the Short 
Match function. 
 
 

Even though the RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions predict features occurring in the 

same general position in the contig, they do not form a consensus as to the donor splice site of 

the initial untranslated exon. It is important to note that all TopHat junctions with a score less 

than 10 are not shown in the above screenshot (as well as every image taken from the GEP 

Genome Browser in this report). One possible explanation for this is that there are alternative 

splice sites that are unannotated in the D. melanogaster model of CG33521. This hypothesis was 

supported by examination of RNA-Seq exon junctions (through GBrowse) in D. melanogaster 

(Fig. 51) as well as by the comments on the gene model found at FlyBase (Fig. 52). If there are 

additional unannotated exons in D. melanogaster, they can provide an explanation for 

irregularities in RNA-Seq data supporting the putative first exon. Furthermore, some additional 

unannotated exons could contain novel TSS (such as the one suggested by the exon junction 

circled in red in Fig. 51), which may be worth investigating at a later time. 
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Figure 51: D. melanogaster RNA-seq exon junctions. Examination of these exon junctions reveals at least one 
exon junction (15 reads) near the TSS of CG33521-RC (red circle) that does not correspond to the annotated 5’ end 
of CG33521. 
 

Figure 52: Comments on the D. melanogaster CG33521 gene model. The comments made on this gene model in 
FlyBase state that there may be unannotated isoforms and that low-frequency RNA-Seq exon junctions were not 
annotated (blue box). 
 

 The splice junctions provide evidence that there is at least one unannotated splice site 

near the first exon of CG33521-RC, which could be contributing to the ambiguity in the RNA-

Seq data and TopHat junctions. After taking this information into account, a narrow search 

region in D. eugracilis was defined from the start of the RNA-Seq reads to the first set of 5’ 

splice sites proposed by the TopHat junctions (772-1075); as the putative TSS determined by the 

Short Match function is only based on the conservation of a few bases, it was not used to define 

the TSS search region. This search region encompasses the area upstream of the start of the 

RNA-Seq data, where the TSS would be most likely to occur. Because there was no putative TSS 
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position available from a BLASTn alignment, the narrow search region was scanned for 

Drosophila core promoter motifs using the “Core Promoter Motifs (Plus)” track in the D. 

eugracilis Genome Browser (Fig. 53).  

 

Figure 53: Drosophila core promoter motifs in the narrow search region. The “Core Promoter Motifs (Plus)” 
track in the Genome Browser reveals 5 core promoter motifs that occur in this region. There are four BREd motifs 
(brown) and one Inr motif (red). The first 5’ splice site predicted by the TopHat junctions serves as the downstream 
boundary of the search region, thus the splice site cannot be visualized by examining the search region alone in the 
Genome Browser. The splice sites can be seen in the narrow search region defined in Figure 54. 

 

 The four BREd motifs identified in the CG33521-RC narrow search region are likely 

spurious occurrences of the motif in the sequence, because their complementary motif, the 

TATA box, is not found in this search region. The Inr motif at 725 may correspond to the TSS, 

as these motifs are strongly associated with transcription start sites in D. melanogaster; however, 

the motif alone is not enough evidence to declare a putative TSS position and it does not 

correspond to the putative TSS identified with short match at 781. A note was made of the 

position of this motif, but there is still not enough available evidence to support a specific 

position over a TSS search region. A search for the same set of Drosophila core promoter motifs 

was performed in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. Given that there is an annotated TSS of 
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CG33521-RC in D. melanogaster, a motif search region consisting of 300 bp upstream and 300 

bp downstream of this start site was used. Because there is no track in the D. melanogaster 

Genome Browser that simultaneously identifies all core promoter motifs, the short match 

function was used to search for each motif individually. The motif sequences were obtained from 

http://gander.wustl.edu/~wilson/core_promoter_motifs.html. All the identified core promoter 

motifs from both species were organized into a table (Table 4). A BREd motif was identified that 

is consistent with a promoter at position 784, three bases away from the putative TSS of 781. 

However, BREd promoters work in tandem with TATA boxes. With no corresponding TATA 

box identified, one can conclude that this motif is unlikely to correspond to the putative TSS of 

CG33521-RC in D. eugracilis.  

Core	promoter	motif	 D.	eugracilis	 D.	melanogaster	
BREu	 NA	 NA	
TATA	Box	 NA	 NA	
BREd	 650,	652,	681,	750	 1185730,	1185780,	1185911,	

1185976,	1186010,	1186012	
	

Inr	 725	 1185564,	1185713,	1185728,	
1186022	

MTE	 NA	 NA	
DPE	 NA	 1185562,	1185595	
Ohler_motif1	 NA	 NA	
DRE	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif5	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif6	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif7	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif8	 NA	 NA	

Table 4: Core promoter motifs found in the TSS search regions of CG33521-RC in D. eugracilis and D. 
melanogaster. Several instances of different motifs were found in these search regions; however, none of the D. 
melanogaster motifs are consistent with the annotated TSS of CG33521-RC at 1185768, and thus none are 
highlighted. The BREd motif at position 750 in contig12 is consistent with a TSS that occurs near (position 784) the 
putative TSS of CG33521-RC at position 781. However it is unlikely that this motif is truly relevant to this putative 
TSS as there is no corresponding TATA box, and BREd motifs are highly overrepresented in the Drosophila 
genome. 
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 After completing the search for core promoter motifs, a wide search region was defined 

to complement the narrow search region. As there is an abundance of evidence suggesting that 

the initial untranslated exon of CG33521-RC exists in D. eugracilis, but there is no BLASTn 

alignment or other data available to define a definitive TSS position, the narrow (638-863) and 

wide (638-1075) search regions were submitted as the final annotations of this TSS (Fig. 54). 

Recall that CG33521-RC shares a TSS with CG33521-RA and CG33521-RG. As a result, the 

defined TSS search region applies to the TSS of all three isoforms. 

 

Figure 54: Narrow and broad TSS search regions of CG33521-RC. The narrow search region has coordinates 
638-863 and extends from the start of RNA-Seq data to the first 5’ splice site predicted by the TopHat junctions 
(green box). The broad search region has coordinates 638-1075 and extends from the start of the RNA-Seq data to 
the end of the last TopHat junctions corresponding to the exon suggested by RNA-Seq data (blue box). The putative 
TSS identified with the Short Match function is at position 781 (red line). 

 

Classification of the TSS of CG33521-RD in D. melanogaster  

 The fourth isoform of this gene, CG33521-RD, uses a TSS that is unique from the other 

three isoforms. Therefore, it was annotated independently of the other TSS. The first step taken 

in the annotation of this TSS was to classify the promoter of CG33521-RD in D. melanogaster. 
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Examination of the annotated TSS track and the DHS positions tracks in the D. melanogaster 

Genome Browser identified the promoter of this isoform as intermediate (Fig. 55). After 

classifying the promoter as intermediate (no DHS positions and two Celniker TSS) the annotated 

TSS, CAGE, RAMPAGE, and RNA-Seq data were used to confirm that the gene is expressed in 

D. melanogaster. 

Figure 55: Identification of the CG33521-RD promoter as intermediate. There are two annotated TSSs 
corresponding to CG33521-RD, resulting in a classification as intermediate (red arrow). As with the other TSS of 
CGG33521, the BG3 and S2 9-state models are all blue, indicating heterochromatin in these two cell types (blue 
arrow). However, there is evidence that this promoter is active in both the CAGE and RAMPAGE data (yellow 
arrow) and the plus-strand RNA-Seq data indicates the transcription of this exon (white arrow). Interestingly, the 
CAGE and RAMPAGE data have a single TSS peak, suggesting a peaked promoter. However, the GEP protocol is 
to classify promoters by their DHS sites and Celniker annotated TSSs. Thus, this promoter will remain classified as 
intermediate. 

 

Annotation of the Putative TSS Position of CG33521-RD in D. eugracilis 

 After classifying the promoter of CG33521-RD in D. melanogaster as intermediate, a 

BLASTn search was performed using the initial 5’ untranslated exon from CG33521-RD in D. 

melanogaster as the query and the entirety of contig12 as the subject. The search produced an 

alignment that occurred in the expected region of contig12 (Figs. 56 and 57). 
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Figure 56: BLASTn alignment of the initial untranslated exon of CG33521-RD in D. melanogaster (query) 
against contig12 (subject). This alignment does not have a very low e-score (red box), but this is a fairly short 
sequence, contributing to this high score. Furthermore, this sequence aligns to the first base of the D. melanogaster 
exon (blue box). This alignment places the putative TSS at position 1423 in contig12. 

 

 

Figure 57: Position of the BLASTn alignment in contig12. The BLASTn alignment maps to approximately the 
expected position in contig12 (red box). However, the start of the alignment occurs near the end of the TopHat 
predictions and RNA-Seq data. Furthermore, there is RNA-Seq read coverage upstream that suggests that this 
untranslated exon might be longer. 
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 While the BLASTn match generally aligned to the expected region in contig12, the exon 

predicted by the alignment did not correspond with the TopHat junctions or RNA-Seq data. The 

start of the alignment was found to occur near the end of the increase in RNA-Seq reads and 

TopHat alignments. The RNA-Seq expression from different developmental stages as well as the 

RNA-Seq exon junctions were examined in in D. melanogaster GBrowse (Fig. 58). This analysis 

confirmed that there are unannotated splice sites near this exon as well as RNA transcription at 

certain developmental stages that do not correspond to the annotated exon. Looking at the strand-

specific RNA-Seq data corresponding to CG33521-RD in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser 

reveals a clear splice site that does not match the annotated exon (Fig. 59). 

Figure 58: Evidence supporting unannotated splice sites of CG33521-RD in D. melanogaster. Viewing 
CG33521-RC’s initial 5’ exons in FlyBase GBrowse reveals that there is at least one RNA-Seq exon junction that 
does not correspond to a splice site in the CG33521 gene model (red circle). There also appears to be transcription 
that does not align to any annotated exons in the gene model (black box). 
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Figure 59: Strand-specific RNA-Seq data indicates an unannotated exon in CG33521-RD in D. melanogaster. 
The first drop-off in plus-strand RNA-Seq data corresponds to the annotated 5’ splice site of the initial untranslated 
exon of CG33521-RD (green arrow). The second drop off in plus-strand RNA-Seq data appears to correspond to an 
unannotated splice site in this gene (yellow arrow). 

 

 

The above data is evidence that there is at least one unannotated splice site near this exon. This 

data supports the hypothesis that the BLASTn alignment corresponds to the orthologous first 

exon of CG33521-RD in D. eugracilis and that the extra RNA-Seq data corresponds to 

unannotated exons. With this hypothesis, the first base of the BLASTn alignment (1423) was set 

as the putative TSS. A search region consisting of 300 upstream and 300 downstream bases was 

created to search for Drosophila core promoter motifs from position 1123-1723 (Fig. 60). A 

similar search region was used to search for motifs around the annotated TSS of CG33521-RD in 

D. melanogaster using the short match function in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. The 

results of both of these motif searches were organized into a table (Table 5). No motifs that 

support the TSS were found.  
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 	 Figure 60: Search for Drosophila core promoter motifs in D. eugracilis. None of these motifs, 
identified by the “Core Promoter Motifs (Plus)” track, correspond to the putative TSS at 1423 (red line). 
Blue boxes indicate TATA boxes, brown boxes indicate BREd motifs, red boxes indicates Inr motifs, and 
purple boxes indicate DPE motifs. 

 

 

Core	promoter	motif	 D.	eugracilis	 D.	melanogaster	
BREu	 NA	 NA	
TATA	Box	 1254,	1256,	1422	 1186114	
BREd	 1280,	1295,	1350,	1358,	1370,	

1455,	1552,	1592,	1594,	1622	
1185911,	1185976,	1186010,	
1186012,	1186375	

Inr	 1278	 1186022	
MTE	 NA	 NA	
DPE	 1176,	1246	 NA	
Ohler_motif1	 NA	 NA	
DRE	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif5	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif6	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif7	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif8	 NA	 NA	

Table 5: Core promoter motifs found in the TSS search region of CG33521-RD in D. eugracilis and 
D. melanogaster. None of the these motifs correspond to the putative TSS in D. eugracilis or the 
annotated TSS in D. melanogaster. 
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With the search for Drosophila core promoter motifs complete, 1423 was established as 

the putative TSS for CG33521-RD in D. eugracilis (Fig. 61). As D. biarmipes is a closely related 

species to D. eugracilis, the D. biarmipes Genome Browser was examined to determine if this 

additional transcribed region occurs in D. biarmipes as well. However, there was no conservation 

found between the species that would allow for the positioning of the putative TSS position 

using the Short Match function. 

Figure 61: The putative TSS of CG33521-RD in D. eugracilis occurs at position 1423. This position is indicated 
by the red line on the Genome Browser. In addition, search regions were defined using RNA-Seq data and TopHat 
junctions. The narrow search region (1336-1437) contains the TopHat junctions (green box). The broad search 
region (1318-1437) encompasses the increase in RNA-Seq expression data in embryos and males (blue box). 

 

PIP4K 

Identification of the Ortholog 

 

 The next feature in contig12 is identified in Figure 62. Examination of the computer-

based gene predictions corresponding to Feature 2 reveals several predictions that correlate 

reasonably well with this feature. The N-Scan prediction, contig12.002.1, was selected for 

BLASTp analysis (Fig. 63). 
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Figure 62: The position of the next feature in contig12. Shown in the red circle is feature 2, which is 
the next feature downstream from CG33521. 

 

 

Figure 63: Summary of the BLASTp search. The FlyBase BLASTp program provided this summary of 
BLASTp alignments obtained when searching the N-Scan predicted protein (query) against the 
Drosophila Annotated Proteins Database (subject). The alignment to PIP4K produced the lowest e-score 
of 0. The following alignments all produced similar e-scores that were all significantly lower than the e-
score of PIP4K. 

 

 The alignment of the N-Scan prediction to PIP4K-PB produced by the BLASTp search is 

shown in Figure 64. An identical score was produced from the alignment of the prediction to 

PIP4K-PA (data not shown). PIP4K is found on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster, which 

is further evidence that it is the orthologous gene to the second feature of D. eugracilis contig12. 

	 															1	 						2	 	 					3	 	 													4	 	 	 								5	
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Figure 64: BLASTp alignment of the N-Scan predicted protein against D. melanogaster PIP4K-PB. 
An alignment identical to this was produced by matching this query against the PIP4K-PA amino acid 
sequence. PIP4K is located on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster (red box). The entire PIP4K-PB 
isoform aligns to the second feature. This is confirmed by observing the start of the alignment at position 
1 (yellow box), and the position at the end of the alignment, which matches the length of the PIP4K-PB 
subject sequence (blue boxes). 

 

 From the BLASTp evidence, PIP4K was determined to be the D. melanogaster ortholog 

of the second feature. FlyBase reports that the full name of this gene is Phosphatidylinositol 5-

phosphate 4-kinase, and that the enzyme it produces mediates the conversion of 

phosphatidylinositol 4 phosphate to phosphatidylinositol 4,5 bisphosphate. This enzyme is also 

implicated in the regulation of mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin) signaling and control of 
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cell size. Examination of PIP4K in the Gene Record Finder confirmed that PIP4K-PB and 

PIP4K-PA have identical CDSs. Figure 65 shows both isoforms of PIP4K as they occur in D. 

melanogaster.  Because PIP4K-PA and PIP4K-PB have identical CDSs, the remainder of the 

report which covers the CDS annotation of this gene will refer to the annotation of both isoforms 

as PIP4K. 

 

Figure 65: FlyBase GBrowse view of PIP4K. In D. melanogaster, PIP4K-PA and PIP4K-PB have 
identical CDSs. The two isoforms only differ in their initial untranslated exons. 

 

Exon-by-Exon Annotation of PIP4K 

 Standard CDS exon annotation protocol was followed to annotate these coding exons. 

The PIP4K exon in D. melanogaster was taken from the Gene Record Finder and used as the 

subject in a BLASTx search against a query of contig12. The resulting alignment was used to 

determine the general location of the exon. Using that location as a guideline, knowledge of 

biological rules regarding splicing and evidence tracks in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser 

were used to determine the exact boundaries of these exons in D. eugracilis. The positions of 

these annotated exons were compiled in Table 6.  No unexpected results (e.g. GC splice donor 
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sites or novel exons) were encountered in the annotation of the CDS of this gene. As this project 

places particular emphasis on the annotation of the initial methionine of the coding spans of 

these genes, the BLASTx output used to place the initial coding exon is included in Figure 66. 

The methionine suggested by this alignment is the same methionine that was confirmed to 

correspond to the start of the first coding exon by viewing PIP4K in the D. eugracilis Genome 

Browser (Fig. 67). 

 

 

 

Figure 66: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 1st exon of PIP4K in D. melanogaster 
(subject). The methionine predicted to serve as the start codon of this gene can be seen at the start of this 
alignment. This output has an e-score of 6e-28 (red box) and the aligned sequence from contig12 is in 
frame -3 (blue box). 
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Figure 67: Annotation of the start codon of PIP4K (red box). This is the only methionine in 
the region. It is in the correct frame (-3) and aligns with the N-Scan prediction. This methionine 
occurs shortly after the start of RNA-Seq data, which is what one would expect given that PIP4K 
has a short untranslated component to it’s first coding exon. 

 

 

Name	of	exon	
in	D.	
melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	e-
score	

PIP4K:1_9566_0	 10541	 10404	 -3	 NA	 0	 6e-28	
PIP4K:2_9566_0	 10344	 10247	 -2	 0	 2	 2e-19	
PIP4K:3_9566_1	 9362	 9113	 -1	 1	 0	 1e-53	
PIP4K:4_9566_0	 9059	 8929	 -3	 0	 2	 9e-27	
PIP4K:5_9566_1	 8869	 8701	 -2	 1	 0	 5e-31	
PIP4K:6_9566_0	 8322	 8171	 -2	 0	 2	 1e-28	
PIP4K:7_9566_1	 8113	 8019	 -2	 1	 1	 4e-20	
PIP4K:8_9566_2	 6357	 6293	 -1	 2	 0	 8e-11	
PIP4K:9_9566_0	 6233	 6117	 -3	 0	 NA	 4e-22	

Table 6: Final coding exon annotations of PIP4K. This table contains the most parsimonious 
annotations of the coding exons of PIP4K in D. eugracilis. 
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Checking the PIP4K Gene Model 

 The gene model of PIP4K proposed in Table 6 was tested using the GMC. All exons 

follow the basic biological rules of CDS annotation and thus, passed the GMC. The resulting dot 

plot and amino acids alignment are shown in Figure 68 and Figure 69. 

 
Figure 68: Dot Plot of the CDS annotation of PIP4K from D. melanogaster against the gene model 
for Feature 2 of D. eugracilis. While this alignment states that it uses the coding exons of D. 
melanogaster PIP4K-PA, the Dot Plot produced by aligning the model of Feature 2 against PIP4K-PB is 
identical to the one shown. The continuity of this line indicates that this gene is highly conserved. 
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Figure 69: Protein Alignment of PIP4K annotation. Just as in the Dot Plot, this protein alignment of 
PIP4K-PA against the model of Feature 2 is identical to the alignment of PIP4K-PB against the model of 
Feature 2. 

 

Identification of the Transcription Start Site of PIP4K in D. melanogaster 

 The TSS of PIP4K was annotated after confirming the CDS annotation to be the most 

parsimonious model to the D. melanogaster ortholog. The untranslated exons of PIP4K have 

already been annotated in D. melanogaster. These untranslated exons were examined in the Gene 
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Record Finder and it was determined that both isoforms of PIP4K share a single TSS in D. 

melanogaster (Fig. 70). 

A 

 
B 

 
Figure 70: PIP4K-PB (A) and PIP4K (B) share the same TSS. The 5’ start position of the first 
transcribed exons of both isoforms confirms that they possess an identical TSS in D. 
melanogaster (red circles). 

 

Classification of the TSS of PIP4K-RA in D. melanogaster 

 Both isoforms of PIP4K have identical TSSs. However, the initial untranslated exon of 

PIP4K-RA is longer than that of PIP4K-RB, and thus it is a better candidate for a BLASTn 

search. For this reason, the initial untranslated exon of PIP4K-RA was used to annotate the TSS. 
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The TSS found to correspond to this exon was then annotated as the TSS of PIP4K-RB as well, 

since the two isoforms share a TSS in D. melanogaster. 

 The evidence tracks (Celniker TSSs and DHS positions) corresponding to PIP4K-RA in 

the D. melanogaster Genome Browser were used to classify the promoter as peaked (Fig. 71). 

There is one Celniker TSS and one DHS position that correspond to the start of this exon. 

 

Figure 71: Identification of the PIP4K-RA promoter as peaked. There is a Celniker annotated TSS 
that corresponds to CG17471 (red arrow). Looking up CG17471 in FlyBase reveals that it is the 
annotation symbol for PIP4K. BG3 cells and Kc cells share a DHS position (yellow arrow). Both 9-state 
models are red in the region corresponding to the TSS, indicating an active promoter or TSS (blue arrow). 

 

Definition of a Putative TSS for PIP4K-RA in D. eugracilis 

 After classifying the promoter of PIP4K-RA as peaked, a BLASTn search was performed 

using the initial untranslated exon of PIP4K-RA as the query and the sequence of contig12 as the 

subject. Recall that PIP4K-RA was selected because it contains the longest initial untranslated 

exon, and thus is the most likely candidate to produce a significant BLASTn alignment. The 

resulting alignment is shown in Figure 72. This alignment occurs in the expected region of 

contig12 (Fig. 73). 
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Figure 72: BLASTn alignment of the initial untranslated exon of PIP4K-RA in D. melanogaster 
(query) against contig12 (subject). This alignment has a relatively low e-score when the length of the 
sequence is taken into consideration (red box). The sequence of contig12 aligns to the 15th base of PIP4K-
RA (blue box). The position of the putative TSS was extrapolated from this alignment by adding 14 bases 
contig12 sequence. Using this method, the putative TSS was determined to be position 10945 in D. 
eugracilis. 

 

 

 

Figure 73: Position of the BLASTn alignment in contig12. The BLASTn alignment maps to 
approximately the expected position in contig12 (red box). RNA-Seq data and Top Hat junctions suggest 
that the initial untranslated exon begins around this region. 

 

 There is no RNA polII data available for D. eugracilis. However, there is an RNA polII data track 

available in D. biarmipes, a neighboring species. The RNA polII peaks associated with the expected TSS 

of PIP4K were examined in the BCM-HGSC assembly in the D. biarmipes Genome Browser (Fig. 
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74). The strongest peak was selected as the query for a BLASTn search against a subject of 

contig12. The resulting alignment is shown in Figure 75. The putative TSS at 10945 falls within 

the alignment, providing strong evidence that this TSS is in the correct region. 

 

Figure 74: Analysis of RNA polII data associated with the putative TSS of PIP4K in D. biarmipes. 
Using the N-Scan predictions and Augustus predictions (which reflect the RNA-Seq data), 
DbiaGB2_RNAPolII_peak_120 was selected as the RNA polII peak most closely associated with the 
putative TSS. The DNA sequence of this peak was extracted for use in a BLASTn search. 

 

 

 

Figure 75: BLASTn alignment of the D. biarmipes RNA polII peak (query) against contig12 
(subject). This alignment has a fairly low e-score, which is not unexpected given the short length of the 
sequence. The putative TSS at 10945 falls within the region of contig12 that aligns to this RNA polII 
peak. 
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 After using the BLASTn alignment to establish a putative TSS at 10945, a search region 

consisting of the 300 upstream and 300 downstream bases was defined to search for Drosophila 

core promoter motifs from position 10645-11245 (Fig. 76). A similar search region (1196548-

1197148) was used to search for core promoter motifs around the annotated TSS of PIP4K-RA 

in D. melanogaster using the short match function in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. The 

results of both of these core promoter motif searches were organized into a table (Table 7). No 

motifs that support the TSS were found. With the search for Drosophila core promoter motifs 

complete, 10945 was established as the putative TSS for PIP4K in D. eugracilis. 

 

 

Figure 76: Search for Drosophila core promoter motifs in D. eugracilis. None of these motifs, 
identified by the “Core Promoter Motifs (Minus)” track, correspond to the putative TSS at 10945 (red 
line). Blue boxes indicate TATA boxes, brown boxes indicate BREd motifs, and purple boxes indicate 
DPE motifs. In addition RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions were used to define TSS search regions. 
The narrow search region (10896-11177) extends from the first TopHat splice donor site to the closest 
break in RNA-Seq data (green box). The broad search region (10714-11177) extends from the splice 
donor site suggested by the RNA-Seq data and three TopHat junctions to the closest break in RNA-Seq 
data (blue box.) 
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Core	promoter	motif	 D.	eugracilis	 D.	melanogaster	
BREu	 NA	 NA	
TATA	Box	 -11234,	-11236	 -1196604,	-1196880	
BREd	 -10695,	-10679,	-10699,	-10939,	

-11017,	-11124,	-11177,	-11208	
-1196551,	-1196620,	-1196630,	
-1196932,	-1196935,	-1197041	

Inr	 NA	 NA	
MTE	 NA	 NA	
DPE	 -10791,	-10853,	-11063	 -1196609,	-1196692,	-1196726,	

-1196786,	-1196689	
Ohler_motif1	 NA	 NA	
DRE	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif5	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif6	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif7	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif8	 NA	 NA	

Table 7: Core promoter motifs found in the TSS search region of PIP4K-RA in D. eugracilis and D. 
melanogaster. None of these motifs correspond to the D. eugracilis putative TSS or D. melanogaster 
annotated TSS. 

 

 

 

Mitf 

Identification of the Ortholog 

 

 The next feature in contig12 is identified in Figure 77. Examination of the computer-

based gene predictions corresponding to Feature 3 reveals several predictions that correlate 

reasonably well with this feature. The Genscan prediction, contig12.3, was selected for BLASTp 

analysis (Fig. 78). 
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Figure 77: The position of the next feature in contig12. Shown in the red circle is feature 3, which is 
the next feature downstream from PIP4K. 

 

 

Figure 78: Summary of the BLASTp search. The FlyBase BLASTp program provided this summary of 
BLASTp alignments obtained when searching the Genscan predicted protein (query) against the 
Drosophila Annotated Proteins Database (subject). The alignments to Mitf isoforms produced e-scores 
significantly lower than the next aligned gene, sdt. 

 

Along with the summary shown in Figure 78, the BLASTp search provided the following 

alignment of Mitf-PB (Fig. 79). The alignment to Mitf-PA was identical to Figure 79. Similar 

alignments were produced for the other two isoforms of Mitf-PC and Mitf-PD. Note that Mitf is 

found on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster, providing further evidence that it is indeed the 

orthologous gene. 

	 															1	 						2	 	 					3	 	 													4	 	 	 								5	
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Figure 79: BLASTp alignment of the predicted protein from Genscan against D. melanogaster Mitf-PB. 
Because Mitf-PB and Mitf-PA contain the same CDS, an identical alignment was produced by matching this 
query to the Mitf-PA (subject) amino acid sequence; appropriate similar results were obtained for the other 
isoforms. Note that Mitf is located on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster (red boxes). The first 55 bases of 
Mitf-PB did not align to the Genscan predicted protein (yellow box) as well as the sequence between the two 
fragments. The last base of Mitf-PB aligns to the predicted protein (blue boxes). 
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 From the BLASTp evidence, Mitf was determined to be the D. melanogaster ortholog to 

this feature. FlyBase reports that the full name of this gene is also Mitf, and it encodes a protein 

that plays a role through sequence-specific DNA binding. Examination of Mitf in the Gene 

Record Finder confirmed that Mitf-PB and Mitf-PA have identical CDSs. Furthermore, Mitf-PC 

and Mitf-PD are two distinct isoforms. Figure 80 shows all four isoforms of Mitf as they occur in 

D. melanogaster. The D. melanogaster model of Mitf contains a very large intron. Examination 

of this intron in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser reveals that this intron spans a gap. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 80: Analysis of Mitf in FlyBase GBrowse. In D. melanogaster, Mitf-PB and Mitf-PA have 
identical CDSs. Mitf-PD differs from these two isoforms in that is has a shorter fourth exon and does not 
have a small fifth exon (red box). Mitf-PC also does not contain the small fifth exon and also has a 
different initial coding exon (blue boxes). Analysis of the region reveals a very large (approximately 
20kb) intron, which is reported to span a gap. 

Figure 81: Examination of the large intron in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. This intron is 
listed as approximately 20 kb long, and it encompasses a gap in the sequence identified by the “Gap” 
track. Since this is a gap, this 20 kb is probably an arbitrary length, as gaps do not have known lengths. 
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Exon-by-Exon Annotation of Mitf-PB 

With the large intron accounted for, an exon-by-exon annotation was conducted on the 

CDS of the third feature. Standard CDS exon annotation protocol was followed to annotate these 

coding exons. The Mitf exon in D. melanogaster was taken from the Gene Record Finder and 

used as the subject in a BLASTx search against a query of contig12. The resulting alignment was 

used to determine the general location of the exon. Using that location as a guideline, knowledge 

of biological rules regarding splicing and evidence tracks in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser 

were used to determine the exact boundaries of these exons in D. eugracilis. The positions of 

these annotated exons were compiled in Table 8. Since Mitf-PB (and thus, Mitf-PA, since they 

have identical CDSs) produced the best BLASTp alignment, it was annotated first. As this 

project places particular emphasis on the annotation of the initial methionine of the coding spans 

of these genes, the BLASTx output used to place the initial coding exon is included in Figure 82. 

The methionine suggested by this alignment is the same methionine that was confirmed to 

correspond to the start of the first coding exon by viewing Mitf-PB in the D. eugracilis Genome 

Browser (Fig. 83). 

Figure 82: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 1st exon of Mitf-PB (subject). The 
methionine predicted to serve as the start codon of this isoform can be seen at the start of this alignment. 
This match has an e-score of 5e-27 (red box) and the aligned sequence from contig12 is in frame +3 (blue 
box). 
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Figure 83: Annotation of the start codon of Mitf-PB. The methionine in frame +3 aligns with the 
BLASTx prediction. The RNA-Seq reads all begin upstream of the start codon, corresponding to the 5’ 
UTR. This annotation (red box) is also supported by the Geneid prediction and by conservation data. 

 

 

 The first four exons of Mitf-PB were annotated by following the previously defined 

standard annotation protocol. The fifth exon of Mitf-PB is seven amino acids long and thus, did 

not produce a BLASTx alignment. The Small Exons Finder was used to locate two putative 

exons in the search region defined by the splice donor site of the fourth exon and the splice 

acceptor site of the sixth exon. The amino acid sequence of the first exon identified it as the 

ortholog of the 5th exon of Mitf-PB (Fig. 84). Examination of the position of this predicted exon 

in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser reveals that it is supported by RNA-Seq data and TopHat 

junctions (Fig. 85). 
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Figure 84: Two putative exons predicted by the Small Exons Finder. Two exons of the expected size 
and phases were found in the region between the 4th and 6th exons of Mitf-PB. The amino acid sequence of 
the first putative exon, LPSFDSD, is identical to the amino acid sequence of the 5th exon of Mitf-PB in D. 
melanogaster. This is good evidence that this exon prediction is the ortholog to the 5th exon of Mitf-PB. 

Figure 85: Visualization of the 5th exon in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser. The BLASTx 
alignment track identified the same sequence as the Small Exons Finder as the putative 5th exon (red box). 
This exon is supported by RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions. 
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 The BLASTx output for the 6th exon of Mitf-PB contained two alignments with 

reasonably high e-scores (Fig. 86). The first alignment had a lower e-score and was supported by 

RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions. The second alignment occurred in a region of DNA with 

no prominent features downstream of the Mitf-PB annotation. While this second alignment was 

interesting, it did not obstruct the annotation of the true orthologous exon of Mitf-PB. However, 

the 7th exon of Mitf-PB also produced two sets of alignments in its BLASTx output, suggesting 

that there may be a feature worth investigating. BLAT was used to visualize all the alignments to 

Mitf exons in contig12 (Fig. 87).  

 

Figure 86: The BLASTx search of the 6th exon of Mitf-PB (subject) against contig12 (query) 
produced two alignments. The first alignment corresponds to an exon in the expected position that is 
supported by RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions. The second alignment does not appear to correspond 
to an expressed feature. 
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Figure 87: Visualization of all alignments to Mitf exons using BLAT. There appear to be three Mitf 
exons located downstream of the putative orthologous gene (blue box). There is some RNA-Seq data that 
corresponds to at least one of these exons; however it is possible that it was mismapped. Analysis of the 
repeat near these genes (red circle) reveals that it is a helitron, which uses a rolling circle mechanism to 
replicate itself. It is possible that, during replication, part of the Mitf gene was picked up and duplicated 
downstream. 

 

There appear to be three exons that occur downstream of the Mitf ortholog. The presence 

of in-frame stop codons in these exons is evidence that this feature is a pseudogene and not 

actually expressed. The classification of a corresponding repeat as a helitron offers the possibility 

that these exons may have been duplicated and moved during the replication and transposition of 

the helitron. After addressing these duplicate exons and confirming that they do not correspond 

to an actively transcribed feature, no further issues were encountered in the exon-by-exon 

annotation of Mitf-PB. The coordinates of all the Mitf-PB exons annotated in D. eugracilis were 

assembled in Table 8. 
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Name	of	exon	in	
D.	melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	
e-score	

>Mitf:1_13152_0	 11943	 12118	 +3	 NA	 2	 5e-27	
>Mitf:3_13152_1	 13762	 14101	 +2	 1	 0	 1e-55	
>Mitf:4_13152_0	 14155	 14274	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-21	
>Mitf:5_13152_0	 14333	 14767	 +2	 0	 0	 3e-48	
>Mitf:7_13152_0	 15784	 15804	 +1	 0	 0	 NA	
>Mitf:8_13152_0	 16182	 16341	 +3	 0	 1	 1e-32	
>Mitf:9_13152_2	 16403	 16644	 +1	 2	 0	 3e-49	
>Mitf:10_13152_0	 16699	 16863	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-20	
>Mitf:11_13152_0	 16923	 17486	 +3	 0	 NA	 4e-88	

Table 8: Final coding exon annotations of Mitf-PB. These exons were annotated using the methods 
described above. As Mitf-PA has an identical CDS to Mitf-PB, this set of coding exons also describes the 
CDS of Mitf-PA. 

 

 

Checking the Mitf-PB Gene Model 

 After gathering the CDS annotations of Mitf-PB, the model was tested by using the GMC. 

All exons of the putative model were found to pass the tests of the basic biological rules of CDS 

annotation. The resulting Dot Plot and Protein Alignment are shown in Figure 88 and Figure 89. 
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Figure 88: Dot Plot of the CDS annotation of Mitf-PA from D. melanogaster against the gene model 
for feature 3 of D. eugracilis contig12. This is the Dot Plot produced by the shared model of the CDS of 
Mitf-PA and Mitf-PB. The 4th exon of these gene models does not appear to be well conserved. However, 
analysis of the RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions corresponding to the 4th putative exon of the D. 
eugracilis model of Mitf-PB confirms that there is strong evidence supporting the provided exon 
annotation. 
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Figure 89: Protein alignment of Mitf-PA annotation. This is protein alignment produced by the 
comparison of D. melanogaster Mitf-PA and Mitf-PB against the shared model of these isoforms’ CDSs 
in D. eugracilis. 
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Exon-by-Exon Annotation of Mitf-PD 

 Mitf-PD differs from Mitf-PB and Mitf-PA in that it has a shorter 4th exon and does not 

contain the short 5th exon that required the Small Exons Finder to locate. Standard CDS 

annotation protocol was followed to annotate this unique 4th exon. The exon table was then 

updated to reflect the change in the 4th exon and the omission of the short 5th exon (Table 9). 

 

Name	of	exon	in	
D.	melanogaster	

Exon	 Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	
e-score	

>Mitf:1_13152_0	 1	 11943	 12118	 +3	 NA	 2	 5e-27	
>Mitf:3_13152_1	 2	 13762	 14101	 +2	 1	 0	 1e-55	
>Mitf:4_13152_0	 3	 14155	 14274	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-21	
>Mitf:6_13152_0	 4	 14414	 14767	 +2	 0	 0	 9e-42	
>Mitf:8_13152_0	 5	 16182	 16341	 +3	 0	 1	 1e-32	
>Mitf:9_13152_2	 6	 16403	 16644	 +1	 2	 0	 3e-49	
>Mitf:10_13152_0	 7	 16699	 16863	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-20	
>Mitf:11_13152_0	 8	 16923	 17486	 +3	 0	 NA	 4e-88	

Table 9: Final coding exon annotations of Mitf-PD. This table is identical to the table of coding exons 
of Mitf-PD except for the shorter 4th exon and the omission of the short 5th exon. 

 

 

Checking the Mitf-PD Gene Model 

 

 The proposed model of Mitf-PD was tested by using the GMC. All exons of the putative 

gene model were found to pass the tests of the basic biological rules of CDS annotation. The 

resulting Dot Plot and Protein Alignment are shown in Figure 90 and Figure 91. 
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Figure 90: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster Mitf-PD vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis Mitf-PD. 
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Figure 91: Protein alignment of D. melanogaster Mitf-PD vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis 
Mitf-PD. 
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Exon-by-Exon Annotation of Mitf-PC 

 

 Mitf-PC differs from Mitf-PB and Mitf-PA in that it has a unique 1st exon that does not 

produce a gap-spanning intron between itself and the 2nd exon. Mitf-PC also does not contain the 

short 5th exon. Standard CDS annotation protocol was followed to annotate this unique 1st exon. 

As this project places particular emphasis on the annotation of the initial methionine of the 

coding spans of these genes, the BLASTx output used to place the initial coding exon is included 

in Figure 92. The evidence tracks supporting the start codon annotation in the D. eugracilis 

Genome Browser are shown in Figure 93 The exon table from Mitf-PB was then updated to 

reflect the change in the 1st exon and the loss of the short 5th exon (Table 10). 

 

Figure 92: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 1st exon of Mitf-PC in D. melanogaster 
(subject). The methionine predicted to serve as the start codon of this isoform can be seen at the start of 
this alignment. This match has an e-score of 1e-45 (red box) and the aligned sequence from contig12 is in 
frame +1 (blue box). 
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Figure 93: Annotation of the start codon of Mitf-PC. There are two candidate methionines in the 
correct reading frame (+1). However, the BLASTx alignment supports the upstream methionine located at 
13210. 

 

Name	of	exon	in	
D.	melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	
e-score	

>Mitf:2_13152_0	 13210	 13679	 +1	 NA	 2	 1e-45	
>Mitf:3_13152_1	 13762	 14101	 +2	 1	 0	 1e-55	
>Mitf:4_13152_0	 14155	 14274	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-21	
>Mitf:5_13152_0	 14333	 14767	 +2	 0	 0	 3e-48	
>Mitf:8_13152_0	 16182	 16341	 +3	 0	 1	 1e-32	
>Mitf:9_13152_2	 16403	 16644	 +1	 2	 0	 3e-49	
>Mitf:10_13152_0	 16699	 16863	 +1	 0	 0	 2e-20	
>Mitf:11_13152_0	 16923	 17486	 +3	 0	 NA	 4e-88	

Table 10: Final coding exon annotations of Mitf-PC. This table is identical to the table of coding exons 
of Mitf-PB except for the unique initial coding exon and the loss of the short 5th exon. 

 

Checking the Mitf-PC Gene Model 

 

 The proposed model of Mitf-PC was tested by using the GMC. All exons of the putative 

gene model were found to pass the tests of the basic biological rules of CDS annotation. The 

resulting Dot Plot and Protein Alignment are shown in Figure 94 and Figure 95. 
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Figure 94: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster Mitf-PC vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis Mitf-PC. 
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Figure 95: Protein alignment of D. melanogaster Mitf-PC vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis 
Mitf-PC. 
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Identification of the Transcription Start Sites of Mitf in D. melanogaster 

 The TSSs of Mitf were annotated after confirming the CDS annotation of the gene to be 

the most parsimonious model to the D. melanogaster ortholog. The untranslated exons of Mitf 

have already been annotated in D. melanogaster. These untranslated exons were examined in the 

Gene Record Finder and it was determined that Mitf-RA, Mitf-RD, and Mitf-RC have unique 

TSSs. Mitf-RB shares a TSS with Mitf-RD. The untranslated exons can be seen in Figure 96. 

Before work was begun on the annotation of TSSs in D. eugracilis, Mitf was examined in the D. 

biarmipes Genome Browser. However, there was no RNA polII data associated with the TSS of 

Mitf in D. biarmipes, so these TSS annotations were performed without the use of D. biarmipes 

RNA polII data. 

 

Figure 96: FlyBase GBrowse view of Mitf. The unique TSS of Mitf-RC can be seen clearly. The TSS of 
Mitf-RA is reported to occur 6 bp upstream of the TSS of Mitf-RD and Mitf-RB. 

 

Classification of the TSS of Mitf-RA in D. melanogaster 

 The evidence tracks corresponding to Mitf-RA in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser 

were used to classify this TSS as broad. There are two Celniker TSSs and two DHS positions 

associated with the TSS of this isoform (Fig. 97). 
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Figure 97: Classification of the Mitf-RA promoter as broad. Both 9-state chromatin models are red, 
indicating an active promoter/TSS region (blue arrow). There are two annotated Celniker TSSs (red 
arrow) as well as two separate DHS positions (green arrow).  

 

 

Definition of a Putative TSS for Mitf-RA in D. eugracilis 

 After classifying the promoter of Mitf-RA as broad, a BLASTn search was performed 

using the initial untranslated exon of Mitf-RA as the query and the sequence of contig12 as the 

subject. The resulting alignment is shown in Figure 98. This alignment occurs in the expected 

region of contig12 (Fig. 99). 
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Figure 98: BLASTn alignment of the initial untranslated exon of Mitf-RA in D. melanogaster 
(query) against contig12 (subject). This alignment has an e-score of 3e-41 (red box). This start of this 
alignment is to the 6th base of the Mitf-RA untranslated exon (blue box). Therefore, the position of the 
putative TSS in D. eugracilis was extrapolated to be 11790.  

 

 

Figure 99: Position of the putative TSS in contig12. The putative TSS of 11790 determined by the 
BLASTn alignment is indicated by the red line. This putative TSS is supported by conservation data and 
RNA-Seq data, which appears to suggest that the initial untranslated exon begins downstream of 11790. 
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After using the BLASTn alignment to establish a putative TSS at 11790, a search region 

consisting of the 300 bp upstream and 300 bp downstream was defined to search for Drosophila 

core promoter motifs from position 11490-12090 (Fig. 100). A similar search region (1198552-

1199152) was used to search for core promoter motifs around the annotated TSS of Mitf-RA in 

D. melanogaster using the short match function in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. The 

results of both of these core promoter motif searches were organized into a table (Table 11). A 

DRE motif was found in the search region in both D. eugracilis and D. melanogaster. As DRE 

motifs are not associated with a specific position, these motifs were highlighted in Table 11. 

With the search for Drosophila core promoter motifs complete, 11790 was established as the 

putative TSS for Mitf-RA in D. eugracilis. 

 

Figure 100: Search for core promoter motifs in D. eugracilis. None of the motifs associated with a 
specific position correspond to the putative TSS at 11790 (red line). There is a DRE motif in this region 
(shown in the blue evidence track). As DRE motifs do not correspond to a specific position, this motif 
was highlighted in Table 11, indicating that it is associated with the putative TSS. In addition, narrow and 
broad TSS search regions were defined using RNA-Seq and conservation data. The narrow search region 
(11747-11807) encompasses the highly conserved region associated with the putative TSS (green box). 
The broad search region (11747-11943) extends from the start of the highly conserved region to the start 
codon of the first coding exon (blue box). 
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Core	promoter	motif	 D.	eugracilis	 D.	melanogaster	
BREu	 NA	 NA	
TATA	Box	 NA	 1198975,	1198993	
BREd	 11575,	11585,	11600,	11637,	

11742,	11852,	118871,	11962,	
12025	

1198707,	1198804,	1198960,	
1198969,	1199034,		

Inr	 11762	 NA	
MTE	 NA	 NA	
DPE	 11809,	11885,	11925,	12070,	

12085	
1198582,	1198670,	1198775,	
1199127	

Ohler_motif1	 NA	 NA	
DRE	 11957	 1199029	
Ohler_motif5	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif6	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif7	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif8	 NA	 NA	

Table 11: Core promoter motifs found in the TSS search region of Mitf-RA in D. eugracilis and D. 
melanogaster. There is a DRE motif in both species that is associated with the TSS. 

 

Classification of the TSS of Mitf-RD and Mitf-RB in D. melanogaster 

 The evidence tracks corresponding to Mitf-RD in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser 

were used to classify this TSS as broad. Since this TSS is so close to the TSS of Mitf-RA, the 

evidence used to classify this promoter is the same as the evidence used to classify the promoter 

of Mitf-RD. There are two Celniker TSSs and two DHS positions associated with the TSS of this 

isoform (Fig. 101). GEP annotation protocol states that, to create the most parsimonious model 

to D. melanogaster, this TSS should be annotated separately from the TSS of Mitf-RA, located 

six bp upstream. 
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Figure 101: Classification of the Mitf-RD promoter as broad. Both 9-state chromatin models are red, 
indicating an active promoter/TSS region (blue arrow). There are two annotated Celniker TSSs (red 
arrow) as well as two separate DHS positions (green arrow).   

 

Definition of a Putative TSS for Mitf-RD in D. eugracilis 

 After classifying the promoter of Mitf-RD as broad, the putative TSS was determined to 

occur at 11796. This annotation was made because the TSS of Mitf-RD is known to occur 6 bp 

downstream of the TSS of Mitf-RA. This TSS occurs in the expected region of contig12 (Fig. 

102). 
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Figure 102: Position of the putative TSS in contig12. The putative TSS of 11796 determined by the 
BLASTn alignment is indicated by the red line. This putative TSS is supported by conservation data and 
RNA-Seq data, which appears to suggest the initial untranslated exon begins downstream of 11796. 

 

After determining the location of the putative TSS at 11796, a search region consisting of 

the 300 bp upstream and 300 bp downstream was defined to search for Drosophila core promoter 

motifs from position 11496-12096 (Fig. 103). A similar search region (1198558-1199158) was 

used to search for core promoter motifs around the annotated TSS of Mitf-RD in D. 

melanogaster using the short match function in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. The 

results of both of these core promoter motif searches were organized into a table (Table 12). A 

DRE motif was found in the search region in both D. eugracilis and D. melanogaster. As DRE 

motifs are not associated with a specific position, these motifs were highlighted in Table 12. 

With the search for Drosophila core promoter motifs complete, 11796 was established as the 

putative TSS for Mitf-RD and Mitf-RB in D. eugracilis. 
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Figure 103: Search for core promoter motifs in D. eugracilis. None of the motifs associated with a 
specific position correspond to the putative TSS at 11796 (red line). There is a DRE motif in this region 
(shown in the blue evidence track). As DRE motifs do not correspond to a specific position, this motif 
was highlighted in Table 12, indicating that it is associated with the putative TSS. In addition, narrow and 
broad TSS search regions were defined using RNA-Seq and conservation data. The narrow search region 
(11747-11807) encompasses the highly conserved region associated with the putative TSS (green box). 
The broad search region (11747-11943) extends from the start of the highly conserved region to the start 
codon of the first coding exon (blue box). 

 

Core	promoter	motif	 D.	eugracilis	 D.	melanogaster	
BREu	 NA	 NA	
TATA	Box	 NA	 1198975,	1198993	
BREd	 11575,	11585,	11600,	11637,	

11742,	11852,	118871,	11962,	
12025	

1198707,	1198804,	1198960,	
1198969,	1199034,		

Inr	 11762	 NA	
MTE	 NA	 NA	
DPE	 11809,	11885,	11925,	12070,	

12085	
1198582,	1198670,	1198775,	
1199127	

Ohler_motif1	 NA	 NA	
DRE	 11957	 1199029	
Ohler_motif5	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif6	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif7	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif8	 NA	 NA	

Table 12: Core promoter motifs found in the TSS search region of Mitf-RA in D. eugracilis and D. 
melanogaster. There is a DRE motif in both species that is associated with the TSS. 
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Classification of the TSS of Mitf-RC in D. melanogaster 

 The evidence tracks corresponding to Mitf-RC in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser 

were used to classify this TSS as peaked. There is one Celniker TSSs and no DHS positions 

associated with the TSS of this isoform (Fig. 104). 

 Figure 104: Classification of the Mitf-RA promoter as peaked. Both 9-state chromatin models are 
blue, indicating heterochromatin (blue arrow). However, there is an annotated Celniker TSS (red arrow). 
There are no DHS position associated with this TSS (green arrow). There is no available data upstream of 
this TSS due to the gap. 

 

Definition of a Putative TSS for Mitf-RC in D. eugracilis 

 After classifying the promoter of Mitf-RC as peaked, a BLASTn search was performed 

using the initial untranslated exon of Mitf-RC as the query and the sequence of contig12 as the 

subject. The resulting alignment is shown in Figure 105. This alignment generally occurs in the 

expected region of contig12 (Fig. 106); however, there is some RNA-Seq data that occurs 

upstream of the putative TSS. To address this, a TSS search region will be defined along with a 

putative TSS at 13158 that includes these RNA-Seq reads. The coordinates of the search region 

are 12844-13210. 
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Figure 105: BLASTn alignment of the initial untranslated exon of Mitf-RC in D. melanogaster 
(query) against contig12 (subject). This alignment has an e-score of 5e-63 (red box). This match aligns 
to the second base of Mitf-RC (blue box). One base was subtracted from the start of the subject sequence 
to determine the position of the putative TSS in D. eugracilis to be located at 13158. 
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Figure 106: Position of the putative TSS in contig12. The putative TSS of 13158 determined by the 
BLASTn alignment is indicated by the red line. This putative TSS is supported by conservation data and 
RNA-Seq data, which appears to suggest the initial untranslated exon begins downstream of 13158. 
However, there are some RNA-Seq reads that extend beyond the putative TSS. These are encompassed in 
the broad search region that extends from the start of the embryonic RNA-Seq reads to the start codon of 
Mitf-RC (blue box). 

 

After determining the location of the putative TSS at 13158, a search region consisting of the 

300 bp upstream and 300 bp downstream was defined to search for Drosophila core promoter 

motifs from position 12858-13458 (Fig. 107). A similar search region (1218740-1219340) was 

used to search for core promoter motifs around the annotated TSS of Mitf-RC in D. melanogaster 

using the short match function in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. The results of both of 

these core promoter motif searches were organized into a table (Table 13). None of the core 

promoter motifs in the search region were found to be associated with the TSSs. There is an Inr 

motif in D. eugracilis associated with a TSS 14 bp downstream of the putative TSS. While this 

was not a significant enough finding to merit highlighting this motif in Table 13, a note was 

made of this Inr motif. After finishing the search for core promoter motifs, 13158 was 
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established as the putative TSS and 12844-13210 was defined as the putative TSS search region 

(Fig. 108). 

 

Contig 107: Search for core promoter motifs in D. eugracilis. None of the motifs associated with a 
specific position correspond to the putative TSS at 13158 (red line). There is a Inr motif that occurs at 
position 13170 and suggests a TSS located at 13172. A note was made of this motif, but it is not close 
enough to the putative TSS at 13158 to be highlighted on Table 13. 

 

Core	promoter	motif	 D.	eugracilis	 D.	melanogaster	
BREu	 NA	 NA	
TATA	Box	 NA	 1218808,	1218883,	1218885	
BREd	 12901,	12916,	13085,	13358	 1218753,	1218831,	1218985,	

1219069,	1219093	
Inr	 13022,	13095,	13170,	13195	 NA	
MTE	 NA	 NA	
DPE	 12942,	13168,	13197	 1218799,	1218965,	1219032,	

1219212,	1219271,	1219315	
Ohler_motif1	 NA	 NA	
DRE	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif5	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif6	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif7	 NA	 NA	
Ohler_motif8	 NA	 NA	

Table 11: Core promoter motifs found in the TSS search region of Mitf-RC in D. eugracilis and D. 
melanogaster. None of these motifs are associated with the putative TSS. 
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Figure 108: The putative TSS of Mitf-RC in D. eugracilis occurs at position 13158 (red box). The 
broad search region occurs at 12844-13210 (green box). The narrow search region (13077-13210) was 
identified with conservation data (green box). 

 

 

Arf102F 

 

Identification of the Ortholog 

 

 The next feature in contig12 is identified in Figure 109. Examination of the computer-

based gene predictions corresponding to Feature 4 reveals several predictions that correlate 

reasonably well with this feature. The Augustus prediction, contig12.g4.t1, was selected for 

BLASTp analysis (Fig. 110). 
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Figure 109: The position of the next feature in contig12. Shown in the red circle is feature 4, which is 
the next feature downstream from Mitf. The Augustus gene prediction selected for BLASTp analysis, 
contig12.g4.t1, is shown in the blue circle. 

Figure 110: Summary of the BLASTp search. The FlyBase BLASTp program provided this summary 
of BLASTp alignments obtained when searching the Augustus predicted protein (query) against the 
Drosophila Annotated Proteins Database (subject). There was no substantial drop-off in e-scores, but the 
strongest and most complete alignment was to Arf102F. 

	 															1	 						2	 	 					3	 	 													4	 	 	 								5	
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Along with the summary shown in Figure 110, the BLASTp search provided the 

following alignment of Arf102F-PB (Fig. 111). The alignment to Arf102F-PA was identical to 

Figure 111. Note that Arf102F is found on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster, providing 

further evidence that it is the orthologous gene. 

Figure 111: BLASTp alignment of the Augustus predicted protein against D. melanogaster 
Arf102F-PB. An alignment identical to this was produced by matching this query against the Arf102F-
PA amino acid sequence. Arf102F is located on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster (red box). The 
entire Arf102F-PB isoform aligns to the fourth feature. This is confirmed by examination of the start of 
the alignment (yellow box), and by noting that the position at the end of the alignment matches the length 
of the Arf102F-PB subject sequence (blue boxes). 

 

 From the BLASTp evidence, Arf102F was determined to be the D. melanogaster 

ortholog of the 4th feature. FlyBase reports that the full name of this gene is ADP ribosylation 

factor at 102F, and that it is associated with NAD(P)+-protein-argenine ADP-ribosyltransferase 

activity as well as GTP binding. Examination of Arf102F in the Gene Record Finder confirmed 

that Arf102F-PB and Arf102F-PA have identical CDSs. Figure 112 shows both isoforms of 

Arf102F as they occur in D. melanogaster. Because Arf102F-PA and Arf102F-PB have identical 
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CDSs, the remainder of this section of the report which covers the CDS annotation of this gene 

will refer to the annotation of both isoforms as Arf102F. 

 

Figure 112: FlyBase GBrowse view of Arf102F. In D. melanogaster, Arf102F-PA and Arf102F-PB 
have identical CDSs. The two isoforms only differ in their 3’ untranslated exons. 

 

Exon-by-Exon Annotation of Arf102F 

With Arf102F classified as the ortholog, an exon-by-exon annotation was conducted on 

the CDS of Arf102F in D. eugracilis. Standard CDS exon annotation protocol was followed to 

annotate these coding exons. The positions of these annotated exons were compiled in Table 14. 

As this project places particular emphasis on the annotation of the initial methionine of the 

coding spans of these genes, the BLASTx output used to place the initial coding exon is included 

in Figure 113. The methionine suggested by this alignment is the same methionine that was 

confirmed to correspond to the start of the first coding exon by viewing Arf102F in the D. 

eugracilis Genome Browser (Fig. 114). 

Figure 113: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 1st exon of Arf102F in D. melanogaster 
(subject). The methionine predicted to serve as the start codon of this isoform can be seen at the start of 
this alignment. This match has an e-score of 6e-11 (red box) and the aligned sequence from contig12 is in 
frame -1 (blue box). 
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Figure 114: Annotation of the start codon of Arf102F. The methioinine predicted by the BLASTx 
alignment track is in the expected frame and matches the methionine predicted by the BLASTx output 
from Figure 113. The upstream RNA-Seq read density is indicative of the 5’ untranslated exon of 
Arf102F. 

 

Name	of	
exon	in	D.	
melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	e-
score	

1_1329_0	 24289	 24223	 -1	 NA	 1	 6e-11	
2_1329_2	 24090	 23828	 -1	 2	 0	 1e-56	
3_1329_0	 23760	 23635	 -2	 0	 0	 6e-24	
4_1329_0	 23578	 23495	 -1	 0	 NA	 1e-17	

Table 14: Final coding exon annotations of Arf102F. 

 

Checking the Arf102F Gene Model 

 

 The proposed model of Arf102F was tested by using the GMC. All exons of the putative 

gene model were found to pass the tests of the basic biological rules of CDS annotation. The 

resulting Dot Plot and Protein Alignment are shown in Figure 115 and Figure 116. 
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Figure 115: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster Arf102F-PA vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis 
Arf102F. 
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Figure 116: Protein Alignment of Arf102F-PA in D. melanogaster vs. the proposed model of D. 
eugracilis Arf102F. 

 

Dyrk3 

 

Identification of the Ortholog 

 

 The final feature in contig12 is identified in Figure 117. Examination of the computer-

based gene predictions corresponding to Feature 5 reveals several predictions that correlate 

reasonably well with this feature. The Genscan prediction, contig12.6, was selected for BLASTp 

analysis (Fig. 118). 
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Figure 117: The position of the final feature in contig12. Shown in the red circle is feature 5, which is 
the next feature downstream from Arf102F. 

  

Figure 118: Summary of BLASTp search. The FlyBase BLASTp program provided this summary of 
BLASTp alignments obtained when searching with the Genscan predicted protein (query) against the 
Drosophila Annotated Proteins Database (subject). The alignment to the isoforms of Dyrk3 produced the 
lowest e-scores, providing evidence that this is the orthologous gene in D. melanogaster. 

 

Along with the summary shown in Figure 118, the BLASTp search provided the 

following alignment of Dyrk3-PE (Fig. 119). The alignments to Dyrk3-PC and Dyrk3-PA were 

identical to Figure 119. Note that Dyrk3 is found on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster, 

providing further evidence that it is the orthologous gene. 

 

 

	 															1	 						2	 	 					3	 	 													4	 	 	 								5	
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Figure 119: BLASTp alignment of the Genscan predicted protein against D. melanogaster Dyrk3-
PE. An alignment identical to this was produced by matching this query against the Dyrk3-PC and Dyrk3-
PA amino acid sequences. Dyrk3 is located on the 4th chromosome of D. melanogaster (red box). The 
entire Dyrk3-PE isoform aligns to the fourth feature. This is confirmed by examination of the start of the 
alignment (yellow box), and by noting that the position at the end of the alignment matches the length of 
the Dyrk3-PE subject sequence (blue boxes). 
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 From the BLASTp evidence, Dyrk3 was determined to be the D. melanogaster ortholog 

of the 5th feature. FlyBase reports that the full name of this gene is Dual-specificity tyrosine 

phosphorylation-regulated kinase 3, and that it is associated with ATP binding and protein 

kinase activity. Examination of Dyrk3 in the Gene Record Finder confirmed that Dyrk3-PE, 

Dyrk3-PA and Dyrk3-PC have identical CDSs. Figure 120 shows all three isoforms of Dyrk3 as 

they occur in D. melanogaster. Because Dyrk3-PE, Dyrk3-PA, and Dyrk3-PC, have identical 

CDSs, the remainder of this section of the report will refer to the annotation of all three isoforms 

as Dyrk3. 

 

Figure 120: FlyBase GBrowse view of Dyrk3. In D. melanogaster, Dyrk3-PE, Dyrk3-PA and Dyrk3-PC 
have identical CDSs. The three isoforms only differ in their untranslated exons. 

 

Exon-by-Exon Annotation of Dyrk3 

With Dyrk3 classified as the ortholog, an exon-by-exon annotation was conducted on the 

CDS of Dyrk3 in D. eugracilis. Standard CDS exon annotation protocol was followed to 

annotate these coding exons. As this project places particular emphasis on the annotation of the 

initial methionine of the coding spans of these genes, the BLASTx output used to place the initial 

coding exon is included in Figure 121. The methionine suggested by this alignment is the same 
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methionine that was confirmed to correspond to the start of the first coding exon by viewing 

Dyrk3 in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser (Fig. 122). 

Figure 121: BLASTx search of contig12 (query) against the 1st exon of Dyrk3 in D. melanogaster 
(subject). The methionine predicted to serve as the start codon of this isoform can be seen at the start of 
this alignment. This match has an e-score of 8e-29 (red box) and the aligned sequence from contig12 is in 
frame -2 (blue box). 

 

Figure 122: Annotation of the start codon of Dyrk3. The methioinine predicted by the BLASTx 
alignment track is in the expected frame and matches the methionine predicted by the BLASTx output 
from Figure 121. The upstream RNA-Seq read density is indicative of the 5’ untranslated exon of 
Arf102F. In-frame stop codons in frames -1 and -3, as well as the presence of only a single candidate 
methionine in the expected region, serve as more evidence supporting this annotation. 
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 The BLASTx alignment produced for the 2nd exon of Dyrk3 was in frame -1 (Fig. 123). 

When annotating the splice donor site of the 2nd exon of Dyrk3, a suitable GT splice donor site in 

the correct phase could not be found. Analysis of the RNA-Seq data and TopHat junctions was 

used to confirm that this exon has a GC splice donor site (Fig. 124). For the rest of the exons in 

D. eugracilis Dyrk3, no unusual cases were observed and standard coding exon annotation 

procedures were followed. All the annotated exons of Dyrk3 in D. eugracilis were compiled in 

Table 15. 

 

 

Figure 123: BLASTx of contig12 (query) against the 2nd exon of Dyrk3 (subject). This alignment 
predicts the start of the 2nd exon in Dyrk3 to occur at position 36754 in D. eugracilis (green box). This is 
an alignment made with a lot of confidence, as it has an e-score of 4e-175 (red box). It occurs in frame -1 
(blue box). 
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Figure 124: Annotation of a GC splice donor site in the 2nd exon of Dyrk3. Annotation of the splice 
acceptor site of the third exon determined that the splice site is in phase 0. Furthermore, the BLASTx 
alignment from Fig. 123 of the 2nd exon is in frame -1. Using this information, it was determined that the 
splice donor site of the 2nd exon of Dyrk3 must be in frame -1 (green arrow) and be phase 0. The three 
candidate GTs in the region around the expected splice site are not in the correct phase. However, there is 
a GC that corresponds perfectly to the BLASTx alignment from Fig. 123 and is supported by RNA-Seq 
data and TopHat junctions. This is sufficient evidence to support the annotation of the GC splice donor 
site.  

 

Name	of	
exon	in	D.	
melanogaster	

Start/splice	
donor	

Stop/splice	
acceptor	

Frame	 Acceptor	
Phase	

Donor	
Phase	

Exon	
BLASTp	
e-score	

1_2365_0	 37221	 36816	 -2	 NA	 1	 8e-29	
2_2365_2	 36756	 35909	 -1	 2	 0	 4e-175	
3_2365_0	 34837	 34237	 -1	 0	 1	 3e-130	
4_2365_2	 34174	 33803	 -3	 2	 1	 5e-41	
5_2365_2	 33745	 33459	 -3	 2	 NA	 1e-36	

Table 15: Final coding exon annotations of Dyrk3. 

 

Checking the Dyrk3 Gene Model  

 

 The proposed model of Dyrk3 was tested by using the GMC. All exons of the putative 

gene model were found to pass the tests of the basic biological rules of CDS annotation. The 

resulting Dot Plot and Protein Alignment are shown in Figure 125 and Figure 126. 
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Figure 125: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster Dyrk3-PA vs. the proposed model of D. eugracilis Dyrk3. 
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Figure 126: Protein Alignment of Dyrk3-PA in D. melanogaster vs. the proposed model of D. 
eugracilis Dyrk3. 
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Additional Analysis of PIP4K 

 The 2nd gene in contig12, PIP4K, was selected for additional investigation. As described 

earlier, the full name of this gene is Phosphatidylinositol 5-phosphate 4-kinase, and the enzyme 

it produces mediates the conversion of phosphatidylinositol 4 phosphate to phosphatidylinositol 

4,5 bisphosphate. This enzyme is also implicated in the regulation of mTOR (mammalian target 

of rapamycin) signaling and control of cell size. Examination of the modENCODE expression 

data provided for PIP4K in reveals that this gene is expressed in a variety of tissue types and 

developmental stages (Fig. 127). 

Figure 127: modENCODE Expression data for PIP4K. This gene is widely expressed, reaching 
moderate to high levels of expression in most tissue types and developmental stages. 
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Phyre2 Analysis of PIP4K 

 The protein fold recognition server Phyre2 (Protein Homology/analogy Recognition 

Engine V 2.0) is a tool that is used to predict 3-dimensional protein structures from their 

respective amino acid sequences. The amino acid sequence of the annotated CDS of PIP4K in D. 

eugracilis was run through a Phyre2 search. Recall that both PIP4K-PA and PIP4K-PB have the 

same CDSs. Thus, in the subsequent descriptions of analyses performed on PIP4K, it should be 

kept in mind that the CDS of both isoforms was analyzed. This shared CDS of the PA and PB 

isoforms will be referred to as PIP4K. The Phyre2 predicted protein from the search with D. 

eugracilis PIP4K is shown in Figure 128. Along with a putative protein structure for PIP4K, 

Phyre2 compared the predicted protein to known proteins and provided a summary of the most 

similar ones (Fig. 129). 
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Figure 128: Phyre2 predicted protein structure. Shown in Figure A is the Phyre2 predicted protein 
structure for PIP4K in D. eugracilis. Figure B describes the confidence and coverage associated with this 
predicted protein. 80% is a very high level of coverage. 
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Figure 129: Comparison of PIP4K predicted protein structure to known protein structures. In this 
figure are the top three proteins that most closely resemble the PIP4K predicted protein. Examination of 
their alignment coverage reveals that the central portion of this protein model appears to be the most well 
conserved, while the ends are not conserved between the protein models. 

 

 The Investigator function was run on the first aligned protein to PIP4K. The title of this 

protein is phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase type ii beta. The Investigator function allowed 

for a more in-depth analysis of this protein, which most closely resembles the putative protein 

structure of PIP4K. An analysis of the conservation of phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase 

type ii beta was performed (Fig. 130). It was found that the interior of this protein is more highly 

conserved that the exterior regions. This finding aligns with the pocket detection analysis that 

was also performed on this protein structure, which found a large pocket in the interior region of 

this protein (Fig. 131). 
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Figure 130: Conservation analysis of phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase type ii beta. This protein 
is most highly conserved in the interior part of its structure. The exterior helices are blue, indicating lower 
levels of conservation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 131: Detected pocket in phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase type ii beta. Large pockets are 
frequently associated with active sites. fpocket2 is the program used to detect the largest pocket in this 
protein model. This protein appears to have a large pocket in its interior region, where conservation was 
found to be at the highest levels in Figure 130. Referring back to the Dot Plot of this amino acid sequence 
(Fig. 68) reveals that it is highly conserved within Drosophila. 
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SmartBLAST and Clustal Analysis of PIP4K 

 More comparative analyses were performed on the D. eugracilis PIP4K amino acid 

sequence to characterize this protein. First, a BLASTp search was used to determine that most of 

the D. eugracilis PIP4K amino acid sequence is part of the PIPKc superfamily (Fig. 132). 

Phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinases in this superfamily catalyze the phosphorylation of 

phosphatidylinositol phosphate form phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate. 

 

Figure 132: Conserved domains detected in the BLASTp output of a D. eugracilis PIP4K query. The 
detected conserved domains in this amino acid sequence are all part of the PIPKc superfamily. The 
putative substrate binding domain appears to correspond with the pocket in the Phyre2 protein model. 

 

 The D. eugracilis PIP4K amino acid sequence was then entered as the query in an NCBI 

SmartBLAST search. The output of this search found that this protein is highly conserved across 

many types of organisms with substantial levels of evolutionary separation, such as humans, 

house mice, zebrafish, and roundworms (Fig. 133). 
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A 

 

B 

Figure 133: Summary of D. eugracilis PIP4K SmartBLAST results. The PIP4K query produced 
alignments to proteins in several organisms with substantial evolutionary distance between them (A). All 
of these aligned proteins have low e-scores (B). 

 

 The five species with similar proteins to the PIP4K query identified in the SmartBLAST 

search were selected as candidates for a Clustal analysis. The orthologous proteins to PIP4K 

were aligned using Clustal Omega (Fig. 134). This Clustal output was found to be consistent 

with the high levels of conservation described in the BLASTn output. In terms of the evolution 

of this protein, one hypothesis states this high level of conservation across these species suggests 

that it emerged early in evolutionary history. This would explain why this protein is shared by so 

many species. The fact that it is so well conserved suggests that it is important to the 

reproductive fitness of the organisms and may not have undergone much divergence from its 

original form. 
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Figure 134: Clustal alignment of orthologous proteins to PIP4K. Regions highlighted in blue show 
high levels of conservation. This alignment provides further evidence that PIP4K is highly conserved, 
even across organisms with substantial evolutionary separation. Most of the amino acid sequence 
associated with the pocket predicted by Phyre2 are in highly conserved regions. 
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Repeats 

Repeats in D. eugracilis 

 The entire sequence of D. eugracilis contig12 was scanned for repeats by the 

RepeatMasker program. The total composition of the repeats in contig12 identified by 

RepeatMasker is summarized in Table 16. The total size of all the repeats in contig12 was found 

to be 12816 bp. Given that the size of contig12 is 38500 bp, it was determined that the 

percentage of repetitive DNA in contig12 is 33.3%. This is an expected result, as the repeat 

density of the F element in most species of Drosophila is about 30%. The collection of repeats 

was then screened by size. All repeats of length 500 bp or greater were assembled into Table 17. 
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Repeat	Name/Class	 Repeat	Size	(bp)	 Repeat	Occurrences	
DNA/TcMar-Mariner	 	  

rnd-1_family-53	 552	 1	
DNA/TcMar-Mariner	Total	 552	 1	
LINE/I	 	  

rnd-1_family-579	 202	 1	
rnd-1_family-588	 525	 1	
rnd-5_family-1962	 1912	 2	
rnd-5_family-2262	 233	 1	
rnd-5_family-2694	 144	 1	
rnd-5_family-2695	 413	 1	

LINE/I	Total	 3429	 7	
LINE/Jockey	 	  

rnd-1_family-24	 337	 1	
rnd-1_family-293	 113	 1	
rnd-1_family-536	 120	 2	
rnd-5_family-2412	 104	 1	
rnd-5_family-701	 323	 1	

LINE/Jockey	Total	 997	 6	
LTR/Pao	 	  

rnd-1_family-16	 95	 1	
rnd-1_family-39	 122	 1	
rnd-1_family-43	 976	 2	
rnd-1_family-78	 170	 1	

LTR/Pao	Total	 1363	 5	
RC/Helitron	 	  

rnd-2_family-9	 71	 1	
rnd-3_family-30	 2950	 10	

RC/Helitron	Total	 3021	 11	
Retroelement	 	  

rnd-1_family-3	 832	 3	
Retroelement	Total	 832	 3	
Unknown	 	  

rnd-1_family-0	 128	 2	
rnd-1_family-396	 31	 1	
rnd-1_family-4	 81	 1	
rnd-1_family-614	 133	 1	
rnd-4_family-237	 1977	 9	
rnd-5_family-1565	 91	 1	
rnd-5_family-176	 71	 1	
rnd-5_family-6968	 110	 1	

Unknown	Total	 2622	 17	
Grand	Total	 12816	 50	

Table 16: D. eugracilis contig12 Repeat Summary. 
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Start 

Position 

End Position Strand Repeat Class Size (bp) 

6424 6926 Plus Unknown 503 

6715 7290 Plus RC/Helitron 576 

20308 20807 Minus RC/Helitron 500 

24829 25470 Plus LTR/Pao 642 

27333 27884 Minus DNA/TcMar-

Mariner 

552 

28861 29389 Minus Retroelement 529 

29897 30421 Minus LINE/1 525 

30762 31837 Minus LINE/1 1076 

31944 32779 Minus LINE/1 836 

Table 17: Large ( > 500 bp) repeats in D. eugracilis contig12. Contig12 contains nine repeats that are 
greater or equal to 500 bp in length. 

 

Repeats in D. melanogaster 

 Using the D. melanogaster Net Track in the D. eugracilis Genome Browser, the region of 

the D. melanogaster F element that corresponds to contig12 was identified. This region occurs 

from 1185654-1230738 in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser. Using the “FlyBase 

Pseudogenes” track and the “FlyBase Non-protein Coding Genes” track, it was determined that 

there are no pseudogenes and no non-protein coding genes in this region of the D. melanogaster 

F element. 

 In the D. melanogaster Genome Browser, the evidence track (“repeats > 500 bp in size”) 

was created from the repetitious elements identified by RepeatMasker. As the name suggests, 
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this track presents only those repeats that are greater than 500 bp in size. The region of the D. 

melanogaster F element that corresponds to contig12 only contains a single identified large 

repeat (Fig. 135). However, as discussed in the annotation of Mitf, there is a large intron that 

occurs in this region that has a gap in the sequence, and it is likely that there are repeats in this 

intron, some of which may be greater than 500 bp. 

Figure 135: Large ( > 500 bp) repeats in the region of the D. melanogaster F element that 
corresponds to D. eugracilis contig12. While there is only a single large repeat identified in this region, 
it is possible that there are more repeats to be found in the gap in the first intron of Mitf-RA, which is 
analyzed in Figure 81. 

 

Synteny 

Comparison of Relative Gene Positions Between D. eugracilis and D. melanogaster 

 Using the Annotation Files Merger, the GFF files of every annotated gene in contig12 

were assembled into a single file. This file was used to produce a custom track in the D. 

eugracilis Genome Browser. With this track, it was possible to view all of the final gene models 

in D. eugracilis contig12 (Fig. 136). The relative gene positions in contig12 were compared to 

the corresponding region in D. melanogaster (Fig. 137).  
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Figure 136: Final gene models of all five genes in contig12. The final gene models are shown in the 
blue evidence track labelled “All Gene Annotations” at the top of the browser window. 

 

Figure 137: Genes found in the region of D. melanogaster corresponding to contig12.  
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 Examination of the two regions reveals that Arf102F is present in D. eugracilis, but not in 

D. melanogaster. Searching for Arf102F in the D. melanogaster Genome Browser reveals that it 

occurs approximately 50 kb from the region corresponding to contig12 (Fig. 138). 

Figure 138: Location of Arf102F in D. melanogaster. Arf102F (red circle) occurs approximately 50 kb 
upstream of the region corresponding to contig12 in D. melanogaster (green box).  
 

 The relative orientation of the four genes shared by contig12 and the corresponding 

region of the D. melanogaster F element is conserved. In contig12, Arf102F occurs on the minus 

strand. In D. melanogaster, Arf102F occurs on the plus strand. However, the orientation of genes 

in contig12 is arbitrary, so it must be determined if the other four genes have the same or 

opposite orientations in D. melanogaster. All four other genes were found to maintain the same 

relative orientations between D. melanogaster and D. eugracilis. Thus, it can be concluded that 

Arf102F has undergone an inversion. Since Arf102F has shifted without any apparent change in 

the flanking genes, one can hypothesize that it was not an inversion that is responsible for this 

gene’s change in position. It is possible that Arf102F underwent a transposition and inversion 

separately. Two large repeats found near Arf102F are classified as helitrons. Another hypothesis 

is that they moved the Arf102F gene during replication and transposition. 
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Discussion 

 Now that the CDSs and some of the TSSs of the genes in contig12 have been annotated, 

these annotations will be gathered together with other independent student annotations and 

reconciled to create final models of these genes. Every contig will be annotated independently by 

at least two groups for quality control. These CDS and transcription start site annotations will 

provide a greater set of data to be used in a comparative genomic study of the Drosophila F 

element.  

The CDS annotations of these genes could be compared to the CDS annotations of 

euchromatic genes from the base of the D. eugracilis D element, as was done in other 

Drosophila species by Leung et al. in “Drosophila Muller F elements maintain a distinct set of 

genome properties over 40 million years of evolution.” The TSS annotations of these genes are 

of particular interest, as the TSS of F element genes are believed to play a role in the genes’ 

expression in heterochromatin. The distributions of core promoter motifs around these D. 

eugracilis F element TSSs will be compared to the distributions of core promoter motifs around 

euchromatic D element genes, which may identify unique features of F element TSSs. In 

addition, sequences of regions around the annotated D. eugracilis TSSs will be scanned for novel 

core promoter motifs. Taken together, these comparative analyses will hopefully provide clues as 

to how these genes are able to function in a heterochromatic environment. 
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Appendix 

GFF, transcript sequence, and peptide sequence files for each isoform of each gene are submitted 

electronically. 
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